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Foreword
Christian Have
Founder, owner and Creative Director,
Have Communications
Mentor, former board member of Platform4

Everyone wants to figure out the formula
behind true innovation. The truth is that
such a formula does not currently exist
and probably won’t for quite a while, if
ever. Regardless of how technologically
advanced we might consider our species, we still haven’t been able to crack
the code behind the emergence of the
truly genius idea.
So, at Platform4, they haven’t cracked
that code either. But they just might
have done the next-best thing: They
have created a near-ideal framework for
creative and artistic entrepreneurs.
These entrepreneurs have been and are
still currently busy inventing the future
through playful collaborations. Engaging
in an open-source, learning-by-failing,
and highly experimental approach to
creativity. And focusing more on the
on-going process than specific end-results.

Within this framework, they are coming
up with more innovative ideas, concepts,
and products than any strict, industrial
approach will ever be able to yield.
They created this framework by taking
over an old warehouse by the Aalborg
harbor and turning it into a physical
manifestation of that metaphorical intersection that Steve Jobs was so fond of:
The intersection of art and technology.
Jobs famously insisted that it is from
this intersection that great ideas
emerge. Platform4 is proof that Jobs
was right. The visionary founders of
Platform4 have managed to bring together technology experts and developers with creative minds from such
diverse fields as music, design, theatre,
visual arts, and architecture. And the
book you are currently reading will cover
a wide variety of all the amazing things
that have emerged from this framework.

It is important to remember, however,
that the story of Platform4 is broader
than the scope of this book. The effects
of Platform4 are felt and its achievements recognized far outside of Aalborg. And not just throughout the rest
of Denmark, but across the international
scene of art, technology and innovative
endeavors.
This means that Platform4 is also
the story of how a city of a little more
than 100,000 people has managed to
become internationally renowned. By
making a significant bet on art, technology and innovation that most cities of its
size would never dream of making.
It’s a bet that has paid off manifold, however, and hopefully this book will inspire
cities all over the world to make similar
bets and establish their own creative
frameworks.
9
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Platform4 an introduction

By Sofie Nielsen, Jonas Westergaard,
Kristian Ravn-Ellestad & Christian Villum

Platform 4 - an introduction

BioBox
Christian Villum
Christian Villum is a disruptive
technology geek, project bootstrapper, open data/society
activist & electronic music buff. He
lives in Nørrebro in Copenhagen,
Denmark, and currently does project management for the Danish
Design Centre. On the side he
leads Creative Commons Denmark
and is a member of the Science
Friction art & technology collective.
He furthermore runs a number of
small businesses including Uhrlaut
Records; a boutique recording
label for challenging Scandinavian
electronic music, and Ctrl+Alt+Delete Books, which is the publisher
of this book. He holds an MA in
Culture, Communication & Globalization from Aalborg University
and has previously lived, worked
and studied in Berlin, New York and
Chicago. In 2008 he co-founded
Platform4 and served as Co-Executive Director until 2012.
http://www.autofunk.dk
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“I’m flappergasted by this place,” one of
the visiting keynote speakers said on social media channel Twitter after having
spent a few hours at the huge Meeting
Hub hacking conference and festival
in Platform4 in 2011. At this event over
100 computer hackers and electronics
tinkerers from all over Denmark and
abroad filled the 1930’s warehouse on
the docks that had now turned creative
hub - to build robots, remote controlled
fire cannons, and high-tech video projec-

tion installations. As with all the other
hundreds of events and building projects
that had come before - exploring the
intersection of art and technology - the
event had been put together by a dedicated community of students, artists,
entrepreneurs, and others who wanted
to learn about technology, explore art,
share their skills and have fun together.
What this odd bunch of people didn’t
know was that they had also simultaneously built something much bigger than
that: A culture, a way of doing things,
a playground for creativity that would
become known and recognized way

beyond the city limits - and, most importantly, a mindset that not only manifested itself in the old concrete structure,
but one that they would all individually
take with them as they later moved on
towards other pursuits in life.
Building together
It was pretty far into the Platform4
project by then, so the community had
become quite proficient at putting
a show together. A year before, for
instance, a crew of 80 volunteers had organized Blip Festival Europe, the world’s
biggest 8bit-festival and an iconic New
15
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York phenomenon which had so far
only happened in The Big Apple, with a
star-studded international lineup of chiptune performers from Tokyo to Chicago.
Two years in a row it had now also taken
place in the old warehouse in Aalborg, in
collaboration with the New York organizers, attracting an international audience
of over 800 ravers, geeks, journalists,
and others eagerly wanting a glimpse of
this famous international underground
happening. Quite an achievement for
such an offbeat bunch of volunteers in a
small city far, far away from New York’s
vibrant night life.
It wasn’t all about big events and loud
electronic music, of course. Where else
in the city (or country) did you find girls
signing up to learn-how-to-weld workshops or youngsters learning how to
paint graffiti with computers and laser
light (and even learning to program
the very software that made it possible)? Where people of all ages messed
around with 3D-printers (and learned
how to build them), where woodworking was learned while building a stage,
and where kids down to 8 years of age
were taught how to build air pressure
water rockets as if it was the most
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natural thing in the world? A place where
acquired skills were passed on to others
- and where trying was king and failing
was an achievement, because it meant
that you had put yourself out there in
the deep end. A place for experimenting, making art, having fun and finding
friends - while messing around with
some pretty complicated technology.
That was Platform4.
From humble beginnings
It all started in the summer of 2008 by
initiative from Aalborg University and
Aalborg Municipality, where the beginnings of an idea had started to come
together among a bunch of people. The
idea was roughly to create some sort
of temporary creative hub in the city to
experiment with ways to innovate and
create entrepreneurial growth in the
spectrum between art and technology.
It was with this point of departure that
contact had been made with a large
contracting company, A. Enggaard A/S,
who had recently taken over the Østre
Havn complex - the last remaining
industrial age docks complex, after it
had been abandoned for a few years
and was scheduled to be re-zoned into a
housing area within a timeframe of 10-

15 years. A. Enggaard A/S liked the idea
of lending the warehouse to this bold
new venture and agreed to do so without
receiving rent for a period of 4 years.
The stage was set.
An executive group rooted in the entrepreneurial growth layer of the city was
approached and asked to put together a
proposal to define the project. This way
the founding group was assembled and
consisted of us Christian Villum, Kristian
Ravn-Ellestad, Sofie Nielsen and Jonas
Westergaard (local artists and entrepreneurs) - backed by the initiators from
Aalborg University and Aalborg Municipality; Lasse Andersson and Tonny S.
Thorup.
An idea takes shape
Collectively they came up with the idea
of setting up a non-profit user-driven
venue, which would set the stage for the
establishment of a community of people
eager to clash together technology with
artistic genres such as music, theatre,
contemporary art, design, architecture
and much more. The spectrum between
art and technology was the playing field,
and Platform4 was to become a framework where people could meet, learn,

create and develop new skills.
Kicking off in the summer of 2008, work
began and more and more people joined
the community - defining their own roles
and bringing their ideas to the table. As
a result, various building blocks were
conceptualized, built and taken into use
by the community - including:
* a co-working space, called “Rooftop” the entire second floor of the warehouse - where creatives could explore
their inner creativity in a collaborative
way
* an event space, the big 500-people
capacity main hall, where those willing
to organize could do so, and make
events - big and small - in an easy and
unhindered way
* a tool shop and hackerspace, where
you could learn about technology,
woodworking and electronics in a
curious and empowering way
* a café and social space in which to relax, foster relations, attract a broader
audience - and party!
* an outside street art gallery with extensive graffiti walls available to local
street art talent - in order to inspire
urban space creativity and brighten up
the concrete jungle surrounding the
warehouse
...and all in all a learning environment
where spectators were made into
creators. That became the whole idea:
You are the show. All people are creative
if rubbed the right way - and Platform4
was one big rubbing machine.
Laying down the foundation
The Platform4 innovation system behind
this thesis became a series of principles
that were implicitly entrenched in the
very spirit of Platform4; principles adopted from the Internet and beyond, but
remixed to meet local needs and to build

synergy and human capital, to create
innovation and to foster the community.
Among the principles the most prominent were these four:
Transparency of knowledge: The
open-source mindset.
The founding group had a strong belief
in innovation and growth through open
information sharing. The success of the
open-source/free software movement
of the Internet spoke for itself, and the
Platform4 project consciously tried to
transfer this ideology into the physical
and social environment of the warehouse. While it in no way was obligatory
for participants to share ideas and
know-how in order to participate that
still became the culture that grew by
itself. Propelled by the work ethics of
many of the visiting international artists,
there was a clear mutual encouragement of free sharing of knowledge
between community members - and it
stimulated collaboration and learning in
a way highly opposed to conventional
competitive entrepreneurial environments. People were standing on each
other’s shoulders.
Creativity should be user-driven.
Platform4 was a blank canvas. It had
the tools, the space, the people and the
encouragement to pursue the realization of an idea, but moreover it exposed
newcomers to the ideas of others and
created an outgoing spiral of ideas
where participants defined what was
to take place - in practice conceptualizing, curating and executing the content
(events, projects, thoughts…) that came
to define the very brand of Platform4.

BioBox
Kristian Ravn-Ellestad
After living in Madrid, Kristian coincidentally found himself in Aalborg
in spring 2006. Together with awesome new friends including Ditte
Vangsted and Jonas Westergaard,
he quickly founded Chill i Parken
- the first urban chill out festival
in Aalborg - and subsequently
partnered up with Jonas to start
the vibrant subculture promotion
collective nitusind.nu.
In the same period Kristian became a part of electronic music
duo Tone, alongside songwriter
Sofie Nielsen, and together they
toured Denmark, Scandinavia,
Europe and the US, while also
releasing highly acclaimed music
on the Uhrlaut Records label - in
collaboration with Christian Villum.
In spring 2008 he co-founded
Platform4 and later Byens Rum,
a user-driven city development
center, before finishing his Master’s in Organizational Learning
and moving to El Salvador to work
with sociopolitical empowerment
through art and inventiveness.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
krokodillen

Experimenting always and everywhere.
The experiment was seeking new and
unexplored ways on every level. That
17
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BioBox
Sofie Nielsen
Sofie Nielsen is a songwriter, music producer and cultural project
booster living in Aalborg. She
co-founded and conceptualized
Platform4 as well as many cultural
events in the 90s and 00s including
the Chill I Parken festival series.
She has released two albums
under her Tone moniker, has toured
all over the world and was nominated for a Nordic Music Prize in
2011 - the same year she won the
prestigious Kulturprisen in Nordjylland. She holds a bachelor degree
in Art & Technology from Aalborg
University and teaches music production at Vrå Højskole, where she
inaugurated their electronic music
course in 2015.
http://www.tonefromdenmark.dk

meant experimenting not only with how
activities were curated but also with the
organizational structure - which was
changed often to try out new ideas. The
idea in general was to try to remove
the conventional organizational and
social hierarchies to the highest extent
possible, even if that meant difficult and
often failed work procedures. Community-based, collaborative, democratic
processes were often not the easiest
culture to organize, and by all means
that caused havoc at times, but in the
long run it turned out to also produce
some of the most thrilling, synergetic
and powerful raw creativeness.
Learning-by-failing.
Participating in Platform4 required nothing but an open mind and a willingness
to learn. The focus was put as much on
the process of creating as it was on the
result. This presented a radical difference from traditional learning institutions and entrepreneurial environments
and quickly became a way for many to
find their feet as an artist and a developer of ideas - even ones that wouldn't
necessarily have stepped down that
path, if they hadn't been exposed to the
opportunity of failing in order to learn
and the encouragement from the peers
of the wonderful community in the old
abandoned warehouse on the docks.
It’s now time to look back at what
happened. In the first years hundreds
and hundreds of individuals, groups and
collectives from all over the world visited
Platform4 to experiment and share their
knowledge and creativity in workshops,
performances, collaborations, and
building projects - thereby interacting
with the local community and making
their mark on the creativity that was
embedded there. Additionally thousands
of locals took part in the process and

built, learned, danced, laughed, partied,
tried, failed and, most importantly, created something for themselves, for each
other, and for the city. Some of those
creations are highlighted in this book but many more deserved to be in here.
We are sure, however, that the stories
here and the many photos will give an
extensive glimpse into the wonderfully
curious world of the Platform4 phenomenon.
Sofie Nielsen, Christian Villum, Jonas
Westergaard Christiansen & Kristian
Ravn-Ellestad co-founded Platform4 in
2008 together with Lasse Andersson and
Tonny Thorup.
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BioBox
Jonas Westergaard Christiansen
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Jonas Westergaard Christiansen
is cultural entrepreneur, music
connoisseur and street art activist,
who lived in Aalborg from 20012011. During that time he among
other things co-founded long-running event series Chill i Parken
and Aalborg Urban Art Festival
and ran the web portal Nitusind.nu
with a bunch of fellow firestarters.
Jonas was also part of the crew
that founded and ran Good Times
Music, an independent vinyl record
store, and proceeded to co-found
Platform4.
Today Jonas lives on Nørrebro in
Copenhagen, works for Musicall
Management and runs his own
company that specializes in youth
culture consultancy and event
production.
http://www.jwc.dk
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PART 1
INTERFACING
WITH THE CITY
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Sail-In
Cinema
Using motion pictures to highlight
the coarse beauty of our industrial past

By Christian Villum

Sail-In Cinema

FactBox
Collaborators: Tuborgfonden,
Fårup Sommerland, Rejsebio, Aalborg Kommune.
Purpose: To highlight the beauty
and preservability of the remaining
industrial-age monuments of the
city.
Attendance: 1,000 people over the
course of 3 nights.
Description: The big old concrete
silos surrounding Platform4, facing
the water, were used as canvasses
for film projections on largest possible scale. Boat owners could sail
into the Østre Havn basin and enjoy
watching the films from onboard
their vessels, resembling the 1960’s
Drive-In Cinema phenomenon but
in a maritime variation using the
post-industrial settings as backdrop.
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One of the more popular narratives
about the city of Aalborg is the one
about how the industrial age shaped it
into a place to generally avoid. Heralded
as the concrete city, the worker’s city, a
rough and simple city, where factories
towered over people and thick smoke
belched from the hundreds of chimneys
dominating the cityscape. This narrative created an image in the media, all
the way up to recent years, of a city
time-capsuled and left behind in the
age of the machine. Dirty and rough on
the edges. A deteriorated place visitors
drove quickly past.
Still, to many, this image was also
oddly alluring in a strange futuristic way,
appealing in all it’s Orwellian roughness
and, above all, perceived as being very
authentic. Danish author Martin Jensen
famously said that ”Aalborg is where
East-Berliners go when they feel nostalgic” - he hated the place - and while
most citizens officially resent that quote,
I believe many of them also felt a touch
of pride. Aalborg was surely something
you couldn’t find anywhere else in Denmark?. A specific aura of uniqueness
came from it’s steam-driven cultural
heritage and it’s oil-stained blossoming
in the early and mid-20th century. A
fascinating creature.
A city in transformation
The truth is and was, of course, far from
that one-sided and dramatic presentation. While the 1970’s and 80’s Aalborg
surely matched part of that image with
lots of pollution coming from the last
breaths of the industrialization and an
architectural setting stemming from
that, things changed a lot in the 1990’s
and early 21st century. The factories all

closed, the chimneys were torn down,
the university grew rapidly, and the
shabby dock warehouses blocking access to the central waterway Limfjorden
were removed to give way to new green
areas, high-end residential complexes,
and office buildings (for better and for
worse). Heavy industry gave way to computers, dive bars were replaced by cafés,
the smoke cleared, and the sun started
shining once again on this previously so
sinister city. Times were a-changing as
Bob Dylan would say.
Yet, in the late 00’s a little portion of
that old industrial setting had remained.
The Østre Havn complex, a once so
mighty and modern industrial seaport
with towering silos and gigantic dock
houses established in the early 1900’s,
laid abandoned next to the fjord on the
eastern outskirts of the city center. Empty and so full of potential. It was all to
be torn down at some point, but before
that another story was to be written, as
the Østre Havn complex came to be the
backdrop of the Platform4 project.
While the Platform4 project surely had
its eyes adamantly fixed on the future,
the old narrative of Aalborg was somehow woven into the fabric of the project.
In the community in general, there was
a huge appreciation of the worn-down,
concrete surroundings of the warehouse. It was often discussed how we
mainly wanted it to remain and clearly
found the idea of replacing it with standard off-the-shelf housing complexes to
be devastating - not only to Platform4,
but to the city of Aalborg and it’s identity, however battered it had been in the
past. Because this complex, more than
anything else, carried with it the story
of the city and symbolized how it was
changing and moving from being the
ugly duckling to becoming a beautiful
25
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Sail-In Cinema

swan. In many ways, Østre Havn was the
last manifestation of Aalborg’s cultural
heritage. If torn down, that story would
vanish, the cultural heritage artifact
forever lost and, despite ample representation in writing and photos, never to
be experienced by future generations.
That thought horrified us!

voice of dissent, one that leaves it to
the recipient to digest, translate, and
understand the message. That’s how
we wanted to make our opinion come
across - and then, of course, amplify it to
our maximum capability using modern
technology. That comment became SailIn Cinema.

Speaking through art & technology
So we decided to make a comment. Not
a letter to the newspaper or an open
letter to the mayor. No, Platform4 spoke
with art and with technology. Art, in
all its abstractness, still the strongest

The idea emerged from the very setting:
The physical characteristics of the Østre
Havn docks complex were impressive.
A large water basin (where container
ships docked in the past) surrounded by
towering white and grey silos, offering

magnificent views to yacht owners and
sailboat enthusiasts touring Aalborg
from the seaside when they sailed into
the towering “skyline of Aalborg”, as the
area was aptly referred to.
From the first moment we sat foot in
the warehouse and stepped outside on
the docks, it occurred to us: These large
silos are just begging for us to use them
as canvasses. With video projections
being a common medium for the the
artists of the Platform4 community, we
knew that we had to use these gigantic canvasses elevated above the city.
Whatever we put up there would be so
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BioBox
Christian Villum
See page 14 for bio.

028
large that all of Aalborg would be able to
see it. What an appealing thought that
was.
Embracing the industrial past
Slowly the idea took shape: Why not
show the city how great the colossal
industrial settings would be at telling
the true story of Aalborg? To use the
millions of tons of concrete and steel to
frame a happening in the urban landscape that would capture the essence of
the city - and which could be found nowhere else? To point out how this setting
was unique and worthy of preservation.
It should be kept, refurbished and reused. For housing, commerce, culture,
artist residencies or whatever. Killing off
the ugly duckling and buying a new swan
wouldn’t be the right thing to do.
So what should we do? We threw
ourselves into a fast-paced brainstorm
session like so many times before: “Let’s
make something that conveys a subliminal message!” “We could use films?”
“Yes, we’ll make it into a huge cinema!”
“What about the water, how to emphasize the water then?” “Easy. We’ll give it
a twist: Let’s have people sail into it!”.
Sail-In Cinema.

The inspiration, of course, came from
the 1950’s drive-in movie theatres in
the United States, where you sat in your
car on a field in front of a huge screen
watching flicks through the windshield
while eating popcorn and sipping cola.
An iconic cultural and historical beacon
of universal character, but now to be remixed into a maritime version: The first
of its kind ever in the world (according to
Google at least) and one with a size that
would require some serious technology.
A Guinness world record?
We ended up convincing the nation’s
most prominent outdoor cinema crew
to help us, rented the biggest projector
in Scandinavia (it came built into its
own truck), and started negotiating with
the relevant film companies to license
a film program of three titles that could
help send our message: Ole Christian
Madsen’s ‘Nordkraft’, which had become
synonymous with the bleak Aalborg
narrative mentioned earlier. ‘Wall-E’, an
animated kids favorite featuring a robot
that ends up changing the destiny of
mankind - and finally ‘Avatar’, the seemingly trivial Hollywood sci-fi blockbuster,
which in fact tells the story about a
beautiful world and culture that is des-

tined for destruction by greedy humans
focusing only on profits - though ends
up being saved in the last minute as
common sense prevails.
The event attracted over a 1,000 people
- families and people of all ages - who
over a weekend had a film experience
that was clearly out of the ordinary. The
Østre Havn complex and Aalborg’s identity were discussed quite a bit on board
the many boats, and I think most people,
as they sat there those mild summer
nights on the water, had a feeling of
appreciation of the old architecture as it
was being used in new and entertaining
ways. Not only because it made it possible to watch flicks in a very unusual way
(and you *could* actually see it from
all over Aalborg) - but because those
buildings were part of the Aalborg they
knew so well.
In June 2012 the demolition of the old
Østre Havn complex was initiated, and
8 months later it was all gone. Not even
art could save it. But, for many people
the memory and the spirit of the old
mastodon live on.
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Lasse Andersson
Lasse Andersson has an Architect
m.a.a. degree from Arkitektskolen
in Aarhus and has a PhD in Cultural
Planning from Aalborg University.
He is the Director of Exhibitions at
Utzon Center in Aalborg and is one
of the co-founders of Platform4.
Additionally, he is an entrepreneur,
curator, and consultant in the field
between architecture, city planning, and technology.
www.utzoncenter.dk
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Tactics
of the
temporary
How seemingly utopian dreams can become
real, when citizens shape the city together.

By Lasse Andersson
33

During the last decade, concepts like ‘temporary architecture’, ‘popup urbanism’ and ‘Instant City’ have crept into the vocabulary, as cities and their architecture develop. This is an approach to urban environments based on the tactics of the moment, essentially borne
by experiments created by us, the users of the city. In a chase for
experiments, I was whirled into Platform4.
I am an architect, researcher, and
cultural entrepreneur, and it is from this
perspective that I look on Platform4:
One of the projects I have participated
in creating which has given me the most
inspiration, insight, and joy.
What happened before Platform4
In the spring of 2006, I stepped into the
enormous, former NDSM shipyard in
Amsterdam, which had been turned into
one of the most interesting experiments
in Europe: A gigantic co-working space
spanning tens of thousands of square
meters over several stories. I had heard
about this place before and now that
I was visiting for the first time, I was
not disappointed. After talking to the
founder of the NDSM/Kunststadt Eva de
Klerk for hours, I had goosebumps and
felt like interpreting NDSM in Denmark.
Here, in the raw and unsentimental Amsterdam North, this city in the city was
located in the shed of the gigantic old
abandoned shipyard. It was created by
and for creative entrepreneurs and with
an understanding of both innovation and
culture, as well as the architect’s pursuit
of space and aesthetics, with the user in
focus. It was a utopian dream taken into
real action.
I have re-visited NDSM each year since

2006 and seen how it has since developed, changed and transformed year
after year, giving space to experiments
including the squatter movement of
Amsterdam, providing space for artists
and IT-entrepreneurs, and at the same
time attracting international media
corporations like Viacom with their MTV
headquarters, as well as recently Greenpeace and the Brooklyn Hotel, to move
into the neighboring buildings. It is a
powerhouse for innovation and entrepreneurship, and the imprint of its temporality from the very start in 2002 can
still be seen and experienced, 13 years
later. Here lies a key to an understanding of the relationship and the delicate
balance between wild, culture-borne
experiments and big business in the
city. The Dutch Architectural Year book
from 2008 hits the head of the nail in
its description, which says: “The huge
NDSM shed is a self-built ideal society;
dream and action in one, and it consists
to varying degrees of the initiator, the
market and local government shoulder
to shoulder.”
Tapping into major architectural
currents
There are two central reasons for the
emergence of the temporary as a
current in architecture and planning.

The first comes from the shift from
the industrial to the knowledge-based
society. The temporary architecture has
proliferated in the abandoned industrial
complexes all across Europe. You can
say that the ‘pauses’ in the city has set
the stage for the emerging grassroots
entrepreneurial communities in a rapidly
growing creative economy. The temporary current was furthermore immensely
strengthened by the financial crisis of
the late 00’s, where most urban development projects across Europe came to a
grinding halt. This came after a period
of unbridled growth and rapid urban
development in Danish cities, which had
mostly happened without significant experiments and, I would argue, innovative
thinking. Large budgets left little need
for democratic end-user involvement in
the design process and relied on more
uniform urban development patterns.
Then, as the financial crisis came, it was
dramatically changed how cities could
be developed. Now there was a desperate need for new approaches towards
how industrial areas like Aalborg’s Østre
Havn could be taken into use development-wise. No longer having access to
the large budgets and, moreover, having
little experimental experience from previous years of conventional, by-the-book
urban development, the cities and the

developers had become stuck and did
not provide the market with what was in
demand.
The second reason for the blooming of
temporary architecture was arguably a
counter reaction to the large-scale city
development trends that were predominant during the financial boom of the
00’s, which did not leave much space for
experiments. Instead the new agenda
was to plan ‘city life before buildings’,
and wishes from coming users of buildings was central to the new dynamic
processes. The interesting thing is that
this counter-reaction did not just come
from ‘the usual suspects’ such as youth
cultures, creative entrepreneurs and
critical academics. It also came from
those originally standing behind the
large-scale planning. In Denark that
meant planners and architects behind
transformational projects such as Carlsberg Byen in Copenhagen, municipalities
in Odense, Fredericia, Køge and Aalborg
as well as city developing mastodons
like A. Enggaard A/S and Realdania. The
time had come for more experimental
approaches and the idea of using the
temporary in strategic and tactical
manner.
An odd assembly
In 2008, I stepped into an old industrial
building again, this time at Østre Havn
in Aalborg, together with the five other
founders of Platform4. All of us came
with ideas, thoughts, and experiences
from other projects: Christian Villum
had just returned from 6 months at the
experimental art space The Tank in
New York, Sofie Nielsen brought ideas
from the music world where she was an
internationally praised upcoming electronic music artist, Kristian Ravn-Ellestad and Jonas Westergaard came as
cultural producers with experiences

from event series such as the ‘Chill i
Parken’-festivals and the Nitusind.nu
web portal, while Tonny Thorup from
Aalborg Municipality contributed his
knowledge about business development
and entrepreneurship. A somewhat odd
and highly diverse assembly of young
cultural entrepreneurs: Artists, entrepreneurs, a researcher, and a business
consultant. But this assembly represented a large network anchored in the city’s
growth layer, the university, business
circles, and the municipality. This cocktail ignited a project, which many more
people onwards would contribute to and
share the ownership of, and a community emerged that shaped it into what it
came to be.
Free space for experiments
In the next couple of years, in a very
short time span, Platform4 created a
free space for experiments in the city,
as well as installed a belief that ambitious projects otherwise only seen
in other parts of the world could also
happen in Aalborg. The warehouse
in the otherwise totally abandoned
industrial complex of Østre Havn was
an intelligent playground which broke
with conventions and, for a fraction
of the budget normally required for
substantial urban development work,
offered Aalborg new experiments and
experiences; initiatives in which Statens
Kunstråd (the National Art Council) and
Obelske Familiefond saw potential and,
subsequently, pledged substantial funding for. Platform4 manifested itself not
through fancy advertising campaigns
or massive development budgets, but
via a bombardment of edgy projects
and initiatives dealing with the interface
between city, art and technology and
with an open-source approach to urban
development and culture.

I will always remember projects and
events such ARTificial/KUNStig, APART
festival, Strandbaren (the Beach Bar),
Liquid Borderland, Sail-in Cinema,
ApparatLab, Blip Festival, MeetingHub,
Tech.Stronaut, Platform4 vs. Aalborg
Symphonic Orchestra, Print Your Life
3D-printer Festival, SOL festival, and
many, many more projects. But I will also
remember all the mistakes and failed
endeavors which follow when you stake
everything and allow the experiment to
flourish. Perhaps this is the most important thing I learnt, to take a risk and
not to worry about making mistakes, as
this is where we conquer new territory.
Platform4 made A.Enggaard A/S and
Aalborg Municipality see the possibilities in the experiment in the development of the city, and when Platform4
moved to Karolinelund, Byens Rum, Cable Park, kulturfærgen Om:Form, and a
temporary plan for the entire Østre Havn
followed. Later, other temporary projects
have appeared in and around Aalborg. In
this way, Platform4 has cleared the way
for more experimental approaches in
urban development, and the emphasized
how the tactic of the temporary is quite
powerful, as we, the citizens, shape the
city together.
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Open
Canvas
Portal
Workshop
Setting the stage by creating one:
Rethinking the Platform4 social space as
a open canvas for creativity.

By Christian Villum
37
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Open Canvas Portal Workshop

In setting up Platform4 in the old
abandoned and derelict warehouse in
Østre Havn, a lot of work over the first
couple of years was put into creating
the right kinds of facilities and environment in which budding artists and other
creatives could work, exhibit and run
events. The idea was to facilitate and
enable project makers and artists to
explore their inner creativity.
One of the last major stretches of work
was to improve the main social space
and social muscle of Platform4; the
in-house café space which stretched
over both an indoor and an outdoor area,
right by the water of the Østre Havn basin. A magnificent space for chilling out
with a beverage, but also for brainstorming new project ideas - and potentially
building them. We wanted to move away
from the conventional café setting and
instead create a hybrid: Rather than
seeing it mainly as a watering hole for
thirsty souls, this area was to be seen as
a constantly changing space for relaxation and recreation: An open canvas,
metaphorically speaking, for expression
and event making - a portal into Platform4. Our work title was: Open Canvas
Portal.
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But, how should we do that? As usual
we wanted the process to be participatory, we wanted the users of Platform4
to take ownership and build their own
space - but we also wanted to ensure
that whatever the result would be, it
would be functional, sturdy and, most
importantly, visually appealing. We
could think of no better group to guide
us through this than the Bureau Detours
collective.

FactBox
038

Collaborators: Bureau Detours,
Hal9k, Danish Art Council
Purpose: To re-think and reconceptualize the social space of Platform4. The idea was to transform
the café and the outdoor space into
a multifunctional open canvas (metaphorically speaking) that invited
and inspired Platform4 guests and
community to continually develop
and co-create the space.

Playing with Aarhus’ finest
Bureau Detours, based in Aarhus and
Copenhagen, Denmark, is a network
of creative entrepreneurs with great
interest in creating social nooks in urban
spaces. The group works in a multidisciplinary fashion combining design,
architecture, and city planning with an
overall goal to inspire citizens of all ages
to meet and interact with each other and
their local environment.
The group does this through urban
experiments and by building unworldly
constructions in the city; places to be,
places to create, places to think. Erected
over the course of a few days, spontaneous, interventional in nature. Often
referred to by themselves as ‘poetic
installations’.
The group sees the conventional architectural world of bureaucracy as slow
and reactionary, lacking the interest to
care enough about the needs of citizens
when developing new areas. Instead, Bureau Detours offers a different approach
that negates most of the planning process (except for setting a frame and a
deadline) and focuses almost entirely on
getting to work - and dealing with kinks
and other obstacles along the way rather
than try to plan around them. Stepping

away from the desk and picking up the
hammer!
Starting in 2006, the group consists
of a wide range of people, including
artists, light engineers, designers,
teachers, and craftsmen - at the time
of this project with a total count of
roughly 25 people, most of which had
come on board by contributing to one
or more of long series of projects in
the group’s portfolio that over the years
has established Bureau Detours as a
highly sought after construction squad,
hired often by municipalities and public
authorities, domestically and abroad, to
inject their offbeat vibe into dull urban
planning projects. Furthermore, they
have also earned them a reputation of
being distinctly unconventional in their
work methods: They have developed a
unique, unschooled and dynamic model
for urban space development and citizen
involvement. The role they play has
often been referred to by themselves as
being the ”creative superintendent” of
the projects they work on.

Attendance: 45 people for the
workshop and several hundreds for
the inaugural party.
Description: Through combined
building efforts of experts and
talent, the café and outdoor space
was completely transformed into a
unique landscape of creativity. The
café was made into a “future forest”
without table and chairs (instead
you sat on grassy platforms shaped
like hills) and rigged with movement
sensors that allowed the audience
to constantly change the light settings by sitting in different places.
The outdoor area became a wooded landscape that not only shielded
the patio from the haunting winds
of the Østre Havn area, but also
boasted a charming, night-time light
setting and a permanent, roofed
dj-booth that became a highly
sought-after venue for both local
and national dj’s.

Complementary principles
What appealed particularly to us was
some of the principles that the group
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worked with which not only to a large
extent aligned with what we were doing
in Platform4 in general, but, more importantly, complemented what we were doing - and, we imagined, would allow us to
learn: Because even if the whole Bureau
Detours ethos was largely action-based
and celebrated spontaneity, they also
offered a highly fascinating theoretical foundation. In fact, alongside their
construction work they also researched
their own methods through having their
own think tank, called Institute for (X),
which offered deeper insight into the
madness and laid out in more academic
terms why the Bureau Detours model
had proven itself so successful over
the years. Many of the group’s theories
have been developed in and by the urban
space and have been continually refined
through the many projects Bureau Detours has participated in and influenced
over the years - exhibitions, platforms,
installations, and utopian building projects.
This unorthodox theoretical foundation
allowed us to investigate and learn from
their principles, which included (presented here in Bureau Detours own wording,
translated into English by this author):
“More is more” - More layers, more than
meets the eye, 140% more fantasy, more
to experience, more to do. In Bureau
Detours you never know exactly what the
finished result will be, and often, after
meeting the deadline, users and citizens
are invited to continue working on the
development and building of the project.
“Your project inside the project” - Giving
citizens a feeling of co-ownership is
key to a successful user involvement
process. It makes people go wholeheartedly into a project, makes them see their
role and their work in the bigger picture.

Bureau Detours ensures that there is
room for small projects inside the project, allowing participants to infuse their
ideas into the bigger project. Bureau
Detours always brings an abundance of
materials and tools to facilitate spontaneous ideas. This kind of experience
cannot be planned ahead, it can only be
encouraged and facilitated.
“1:1” - Bureau Detours always builds
their installations in a 1:1 scale, never
as pre-planned models on an architect’s
desk. This is communication in and off
the urban space; the story is crafted on
the building site. Ideas are carried out in
real-time, tested for solidity, learned by
doing.
The Open Canvas Portal project was set
up as a workshop, open to the public
and inviting everyone to join. It brought
together a great band of people: Newcomers, hardened Platform4 community
members, and also a bunch from our
new neighbors, the local hackerspace
Hal9k, whom we had invited to populate the newest building in the Platform4-complex, the co-working space
FormuLab which we had established in
the building next door.
The workshop included, of course, all
the building work, but also a series of
lectures held upstairs in our auditorium, where members of Bureau Detours
dropped bite-sizes of knowledge about
theory and practice in their universe,
offering an outlandish mix of food for
thought and encouragement to pick up
the tools immediately after and just do.
It was learning on steroids!
A new arena was born
For a whole week people hammered,
sawed, soldered, laughed, failed, and
succeeded, and the result was magnificent; in the outdoors the troop created

a huge wooden arena that not only
sported a brilliant wind breaking wall
to ease the often turbulent winds of
Østre Havn and covered the rather large
audience area, but also housed a full
scale and elevated DJ-booth stage for
outdoor performances. Additionally, a
wooden multilevel platform was crafted
towards the water to invite visitors and
passers-by to sit and enjoy the views of
Limfjorden and the surrounding concrete jungle.
On the inside, a new, interactive lighting system was made using Arduino
systems and motion sensors. The entire
café area was also redesigned from
having traditional tables and chairs
into becoming a multilevel landscape
of seating platforms inspired by an
“indoor forest” theme that also sported
an intricate system to hoist the quirky,
self-made café tables up under the ceiling when large masses of people were
expected at events.
All these new facilities were brilliant
open canvases: Users of Platform4 used
each of them for all kinds of different
purposes, too many to account for here.
People even continued building on them
- something that turned out to be quite
popular over the next couple of years.
The Open Canvas Portal workshop became one of the important milestones
in the first years of Platform4, the result
became our face towards the world, the
thing that newcomers saw first and that
helped them understand what Platform4
was - and, most importantly, it inspired
people to think differently about building
things: Pick up that hammer and DO IT!

BioBox
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Christian Villum
See page 14 for bio.
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BioBox
Tonny S. Thorup
Tonny S. Thorup has been working in Aalborg Municipality since
2004, first as a consultant and
project manager, then as Chief of
Secretary for the Mayor’s Office
and now, since 2007, with the same
title leading the BusinessAalborg
department, which is the business
unit of the organisation.
He holds a master degree of Science in Public Administration from
Aalborg University, and is one of
the original founders of Platform4
as well as Platform4’s representative in Aalborg Municipality.
www.aalborg.dk
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Loosen up
that tie
How a clash of cultures gave birth
to Platform4.

By Tonny Skovsted Thorup
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For me, representing Aalborg Municipality, Platform4 actually started with nausea and frustration. Back in the mid-00’s, like lemmings,
we were running to all kinds of conferences, seminars, and workshops about the so-called “creative potential”. Endless reports were
written about the creative class, and half of all Danish local government executives were sprinting from one event to the other. It was
the future. However, the problem was that everyone kept talking
about it, but no one did anything about it. Slowly we realized that
the creative potential would not surface by itself.
We started to think about what we could
do - in real life. In Aalborg. I contacted
Lasse Andersson from Aalborg University, who - in all imaginable ways
- was what you would call a researcher
emerged in real society. He was asked:
How does the experience economy look
in practice? If we are to do something
concrete?
Lasse came up with the first proposal.
Our journey had begun. We concept-developed for over a year, followed closely
by a group of business leaders, which I
was responsible for nurturing. We developed a concept: The meeting between
art and technology. A physical location
focusing on entrepreneurship in its
purest form, regardless of whether you
were a self-taught artist or a highbrow
academic. The concept was clear, but
once again it happened: Nothing happened.
The concept lay there on our desk for
around a year until it was announced
that Richard Florida would be coming to

Vejle (and it was somehow ironic that it
ended up being Florida in person who
thereby ended up setting things back
into motion). By sheer coincidence I
was offered a ride to the seminar with
developers from Aalborg Municipality’s
Technical Department. I had to admit
that Florida was good. Lots of clichés,
yes, but his presentation technique was
immaculate. So, when driving back we
were indeed inspired, and right there, on
the backseat of the car, it turned out we
had an idea, and our friends in the Technical Department said they might actually have a location. A place in which we
could develop the idea further.
Finding the young guns
Now we only needed someone from real
life who would take our concept from
theory to practice. They didn’t fall from
the sky, but almost. Jonas, Kristian,
Christian, and Sofie were our young guns
- our hope. It didn’t take long to get them
on board with the idea, and all of a sudden we stood in front of the domicile of

A. Enggaard A/S, a well-recognized real
estate developing company. Here we
were to negotiate the terms of using the
building - an old warehouse. I remember
it as if it was yesterday. A. Enggaard
A/S is the biggest developer in Northern
Jutland and an illustrious family-owned
enterprise. Here we were, an odd bunch.
In particular, Kristian stood out in his
short pants, knee-long socks, and black
nail polish. No matter how far out this
project was, there was no turning back.
And we got the contract.
We got the keys and got started. The old
warehouse was a big mouthful. Not just
to begin with, but throughout the entire
duration of the contract. The fire authority threatened to close us down several
times, but every time we dodged the
bullet. Our backing group of business
leaders, which included, among others,
the director of Fårup Sommerland, Søren
Kragelund, gave us support again and
again (not least in political circles), and
we raised quite a lot of funding for build-

ing improvements, for meeting safety
requirements, and for slim compensations for our four project leads.
Hitting the nerve
Now things were picking up pace. The
creativity and engagement flooded
the old warehouse. Events were organized, alcohol permits were applied for,
workshop were run. All of a sudden, it
became clear that we had really hit a
nerve. There was a spirit and lots of activities in the once so desolate industrial
area of the warehouse. Amazing events
and moments took shape, and we tried
again and again to get an entrepreneurial arm up and running. But it turned out
to be much harder than we expected.
The energy and magic and the creative
explosion were in and around events.
Here Platform4 made history. It generated tons of articles and exposure in
local media as well as in national media
including Politiken, the very newspaper
of the creative class itself. Platform4
was famous in its own quirky way. It was
fantastic - in particular the international
atmosphere that emerged. Foreign students flocked around Platform4.
Behind the scenes, we had a lot of discussions. Endless debate about focus,
finance, motivation, voluntarism, future,
entrepreneurship. We were very much in
disagreement about a lot of things, and
still it was very much a camaraderie. I
think we all thought that, despite all our
disagreements, we WANTED to succeed
with this shared venture - with Platform4. In one way or another, we all had
a dire stake in this: The young guns had
their street credit and artistic integrity
on the line, Lasse’s professionalism and
academic theory were put up there on
a pedestal, and I had my entire political
backing of supporters and business network who had trusted me in this endeav-

or. It was a clash of cultures and ways of
thinking. When Excel-sheets meet video
performance. When the corporates meet
artistic emotion and irrationality.
A bipolar love relationship
Without any comparison, Platform4 is
the project which have exhausted me
the most. But, on the other hand, I was
also immensely proud when Platform4
succeeded. It was like a bipolar love relationship - I couldn’t leave and I couldn’t
stay. We became enemies and then
made up. To this day, I still do not understand what went on inside the minds
of our young collaborators. But I have
a deep and sincere respect for the way
they brought their professionalism to
the table - and how it mixed with mine. I
will never learn to understand them, but
I have a lot of respect for what they were
able to do.

In all imaginable ways, Platform4 created a new urban agenda, which continues
to apply today. Aalborg will never be
the same - and I mean that in the best
possible way.
Would I do it again? NEVER. And then
again, maybe.

Platform4’s existence in the municipal
centrifuge was literally a shaky ride.
A big public organization like Aalborg
Municipality turned out to have a very
hard time handling a non-conventional
project like Platform4. Lasse and I have
made numerous last-second saves to
preserve Platform4 and put our neck on
the line just as many times to ensure its
continued existence. Roughly counting, I
think Platform4 was inches from closing
down 5-6 times during those first years.
But we survived and to be honest: It was
epic.
Platform4 was challenged by Aalborg
Municipality, but it went the other way
around too. There is no doubt that
Platform4 taught Aalborg Municipality
and Aalborg something. From a certain
perspective, we gained a new identity.
We went from being a low-regarded
provincial dump to becoming a place for
new thought and international attitude.
51
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Platform4
-in-a-Box
Take Platform4, stuff it in a box,
and take it on the road.

By Edit E. Vizer
53

FactBox
Collaborators: Kulturaftalen/Region Nordjylland, Asger Jacobsen,
Tone & Kristian Ravn-Ellestad,
Jørgen Mortensen, Sune Petersen,
Kristian Ross, Edit Vizer, Tossestreger.
Purpose: To create a mobile exhibition that exemplified Platform4
and its art & technology practices
- which could then be taken on the
road around Denmark.
Attendance: 250 people at the exhibition opening in Platform4.
Description: Outside its own user
base, Platform4 was a pretty obscure thing for the general population. With Platform4-in-a-Box the
idea was to change that by moving
a little taste of Platform4 - an exhibition - into different contexts and
expose its talent and practices to a
broader audience.
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Platform4-in-a-Box was the first
practical attempt to execute a curated
exhibition of art and technology projects
created in the Platform4 community.
The main dogma was that these projects
had to be mobile enough to collectively
fit inside shipping containers, so that
they could be exhibited around Northern Jutland and the rest of Denmark to
present manifold variations of art works
that apply technology - and to present
Platform4 to a larger audience.

To find project candidates, a public open
call was sent out in which Platform4
invited artists and product developers
to contribute, and a number of applications were received. Seven project ideas
from local talents were selected: Asger
Jacobsen, Jørgen Mortensen, Kristian
Ross, Tone & Kristian Ravn-Ellestad,
Sune Petersen, TS Collective, and me,
Edit E. Vizer. As artists we received
funding and were given access to “Rooftop”, the Platform4 co-working space,
which had been established to allow
artists and project developers to work
and experiment.

InsideOut Vol. II
I made an art piece in collaboration with
fellow artist Christian Skjødt called InsideOut Vol. II; an interactive audiovisual
installation that operated with bio feedback, i.e. signals of one’s own body. The
piece was a re-design of a previously
realised real-time bio-feedback performance piece (aptly titled InsideOut), and
this later work focused on human data
transformations more intensely and
translated these into artistic forms.
Data transformation is understood as
activities taking place in the body, yet
under normal circumstances appear as
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visually and sonically imperceptible –
only special measurement instruments
are able to sense these transforming
signals. A range of sensors isapplied in
order to detect the heartbeat and certain
movements of the body, which are processed and then experienced as intense
visual impacts and sonic landscapes.
Those experiencing the art piece the participants - are introduced to a
platform (a bed) that through various
sensors is able to sense the person’s
internal transmissions on various levels
– the ones that arise when meeting a
given environment and, on some level,
one’s inner self or imagination.
The inexplicable – where the magic
happens...?
During my design process and the
presentation, I received a lot of feedback as many participants visited and
tried the installation. Various emotions,
associations, and general experiences
were put into words afterwards - also
during interviews that I did with a few
of the participants. Some admitted that
they were afraid of laying down onthe
bed, and the use of a chest belt (applied
for monitoring the heart rate) seemed
quite invasive - surely challenging their
intimate sphere. Still, after overcoming
their fears and uncertainties they gained
an experience that opened up a whole
new world for them. I suppose I would
not even be able to explain the essence
of the work myself accurately – I must
trust the incoming feedback from my
users and take their notes further to my
next design.
Diving into the unknown
In writing this article, I have been looking
at the route from InsideOut Vol. II to
where my work is now, three years later:
What have been the stepping stones

and decisive events that have shaped
my way of thinking and working as an
artist-designer? Besides my educational
background, other professional work,
and personal observations in the field,
the making and presentation of InsideOut vol. II have been crucial for me in
terms of discovering, being engaged in,
and being fascinated by the tiny details
and complexities that various design
problems and challenges conceal.
These things keep awakening a certain
curiosity, empathy, and a strong wish in
me to uncover the hidden possibilities
and potentials of a design, and moreover, to experiment in contexts where
real users are present and where taking
risks is valued instead of being avoided. I find myself searching the areas of
experimentation and exploration, and
I believe that diving into and getting to
know the unknown has great importance
when designing.
I now realise that the project Platform4-in-a-Box was in some ways a
brave initiative of taking risks, which
in itself contains a great importance:
That of encouraging and helping us
artist-designers (and project developers)
to experiment and explore the shaky
grounds. And despite all of the struggle
of navigating in between definitional
conflicts and overlaps, various artistic
approaches, business aspects, and
personal goals, it had been shown that
it is worth the struggle of educating,
employing, and believing in such professional in-betweeners, as I define myself
regarding arts, design, and sciences.
Companies and other relevant parties
may learn to trust them (us) and to take
the risks, as Platform4 did when it sent
out the open call encouraging artists to
put themselves out there.
Somewhere I recently saw an illustration
that said “the magic happens out of the

comfort zone”. That magic - the inexplicable - was certainly present while I was
a part of the Platform4-in-a-Box project
– as we proceeded, failed, succeeded,
and learned. This is where the shaky
ground has brought me and encouraged
me to hold on to my curiosity about
those tiny details and complexities of art
and design - and how they matter.
Post-script
Later, in 2011, my project was nominated for the Platform4 Award among 33
art and design pieces - and won. The
jury, consisting of Anna Porse Nielsen (Managing director, Manto A/S),
Christian Liljedahl (installation artist,
Illutron), Christian Have (managing
director, Have PR & Kommunikation),
Claus Rosenstand (professor, Interactive Digital Media, Aalborg University),
and Pia Burchardt (director, Kulturhus
Aarhus, former member of The Danish
Art Council), wrote the following about
InsideOut Vol. II:
“Sometimes you meet a project that
just has something inexplicable about
it. Something that excites curiosity and
sparks a desire to feel and explore. The
feeling that it opens up. InsideOut Vol.
II has it - that inexplicable thing. The
twitch. InsideOut Vol. II possesses a
good calm as well as many layers to explore, and one senses that a great effort
has been put into the expression.”
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Edit Vizer
The Hungarian-born Edit E Vizer
(b. 1984) works in the tension field
of art, design, and technology. Her
works are mostly interactive pieces, i.e. designed for active participation of the user-audience.
Vizer has an academic background
in Media and Communication and
Scandinavian Studies from ELTE
University in Hungary, and she
holds a BA in Art and Technology
from Aalborg University, Denmark.
Currently (2013-15), she is a Master
student of Interaction Design at
the Kolding School of Design. She
lives and works in Copenhagen.
www.editvizer.net
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Collaborators: Eva De Klerk/NDSM
(NL), Elske Hazenberg/Skatepark
Amsterdam (NL), Manto A/S/Anne
Porse, Aalborg University, Aalborg
Kommune, Teater Kamikaze.
Purpose: To highlight the value
for the city created by places like
Platform4, as well as to discuss the
long-term sustainability (and financial independence) for such creative
hubs, when public funding dries out.
Attendance: 150 people.
Description: Platformation - a
wordplay combining “Platform4”
and “liberation” - took place on
July 4th, inspired by the American
day of independence, to frame the
discussion of value and sustainability of creative hubs. The event was
conceptualized by two volunteers,
Sofie Nielsen and Ditte Langer
Hansen, as part of their bachelor
dissertation. It combined a flash
mob (in downtown Aalborg) with
an outdoors debate event in the
evening, featuring inspirational talks
and a panel discussion with invited
guests and Platform4 volunteers.
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Platformation

Asking citizens about the value of creative hubs
as drivers of innovation

By Eva de Klerk
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As I am driven by a relentless passion, commitment and devotion to the
community and the utilization of urban
areas, I relish areas that are deserted
no-go zones – which cities have all
over the globe. Areas that are negatively encapsulated by their identities
as neglected residential or industrial
areas. Branded by their past they seem
inaccessible and difficult urban cases
to crack. Yet, we manage to surpass
their abandoned destiny and offer new
functions. A challenge we tackle by
breaking the presumptions through mobilizing the surrounding community and
introducing other people and disciplines
that enhance the creation of ideas and
solutions.
Insights from Aalborg
Attending the event Platformation by
Platform4 in Aalborg on July the 4th in
2011 was an equally interesting venture
and I appreciated the warm welcome of
fellow protagonists in the field of urban
development.

The transformation of the NDSM Shipyard from derelict industrial site to cultural hotspot has received much foreign
attention. The experimental approach
(bottom-up with participation of the
future residents), and the financial commitment and creative freedom of the
end users were something never before
seen in urban planning. This, combined
with the huge scale of the project, has
gained worldwide admiration. Subsequently, I am regularly asked to give
lectures and workshops in countries
all over the world about this method of
urban planning.
The international visits, such as to
Platformation in the Østre Havn of
Aalborg in July 2011, give me insight
in different models, approaches and
demand. At Platform4, being an initiative
by students, supported by the Aalborg
University, wherein trial urban developments take form, communal space is
developed and experiments in art and
technology are explored, I felt there was
plenty of opportunities for a meaningful
dialogue on the matters at hand.
Sharing the same challenges
In many ways this dialogue is similar

to the one that took place in the NDSM,
being a crowdfunded initiative by a
community of skateboarders, artists
and unemployed mums investing time
and personal funds into the sustainable
(long term) development of their own
businesses. Although the dialogue unfolded from different angles, there were
appreciation and a magnificent understanding for user driven initiatives.
Moving on from 2011 I have developed
a stronger opinion about certain threats
concerning temporary urbanism. To
exemplify my changing opinion, I will
refer to the history of NDSM and compare it to the current developments in
which we, at a global scale, use pop up
concepts to push movement.
Against the odds
When I started with the NDSM Shipyard
in 1999, it was a no-go area on the fringe
of Amsterdam. Situated north of the city,
across the river, the location at the time
seemed distant from the city as there
was no direct ferry route and alternative
public transport was poorly organized.
In the prior 15 years (1980-1995), we, approximately a thousand members of the
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Platformation

imental zone for things that weren’t
possible anywhere else in the city.
However, when the mandated feasibility
study concluded that this could not be
executed withinfive years, we managed
to reach an agreement with the council
on an extended contract of 25 years
(2002-2027). This contract has enabled
us to successfully execute most of our
ambitions.
The main aim was to think up a demand
driven construction that would allow
us to refurbish the Shipbuilding Hall
and make it suitable for small-scale
businesses. Through crowd funding we
raised a total of 20 million Euros - an
amazing achievement as we relied on
making our own investment proposition
instead of an instant financial injection
by supply-oriented developers.

077

public; i.e. artists, craftsmen, start-ups,
skateboarders, unemployed mums, immigrants, and drop outs, squatted up to
twelve plots of deserted harbour terrain
along the south-side of the river. Amsterdam rental prices were soaring which
increased the demand for affordable
working space. Due to gentrification
plans in the mid-nineties (Manhattan
development along the riverbanks) we
were evicted and some of us moved to
the deserted North.
After extensive negotiations the district
authority allowed us to utilize the NDSM

Shipyard and requested us to plan a
temporary utilization (5 years) of the gigantic Shipbuilding Hall (20.000 square
meters). My plan was to design, finance,
and build a city framework with the community which included 250 studios and
workspaces, a skate park, a restaurant,
and the setup of a sustainable energy
company with geometric, wind and solar
installations.
Things that are not possible anywhere else
By combining all these elements, the
Shipyard transformed into an exper-

Much to our surprise, the NDSM Shipyard became a bigger success than
we had envisioned. However, this all
changed when, in 2007, we were left
disappointed by the district authority as
they started selling Shipyard plots to developers. Eventually, the sales included
our Shipbuilding Hall in which we had
made 10 million Euro refurbishment investments aside our other investments
of another 10 million that we incurred by
winning prizes for most innovative and
sustainable project in the Netherlands.
Unplanned and spontaneous, from
early eighties till 2002 there was neither
understanding nor policy for this kind of
bottom-up movement or which is now
called the ‘Creative Industry’. This organic growth became known as the Rise
of the Creative Class - hype coined by
Richard Florida. Our organic bottom-up
approach became the city’s instrument
for urban planning with temporary and/
or pop up initiatives in rundown areas.

The NDSM Shipyard started attracting
companies and headquarters like Viacom, MTV, Red Bull, Greenpeace, Pernod
Ricard, HISWA, and many more. Today,
there are regular ferries commuting
from Central Station to NDSM and the
public transport is well in place.
When temporary turns permanent
So, what about temporary urbanism?
There is no such thing as temporary, or,
everything is temporary. At the NDSM
we aimed for an organic, self-invested
and sustainable (long-term) development by the community itself. NDSM
was an independent and demand driven
project without a final vision of being.
The focus was on having enough time
to gradually invest in building businesses and to allow for an organic market
growth by local demand.

top-rated skatepark and a great example
of how street youth managed to establish a successful commercial skatepark
without public funding. The skatepark,
with 11 employed youngsters and an
attraction rate reaching up to 15.000
visitors a year from all over the world,
has now been closed down because
it does not suit the out-dated plans of
the government and developers for the
NDSM. The next threat is to the artists
who built their own art city in the Hall.
Already the public has expressed their
fears of the NDSM being wiped clean,
monotonous, and boring – losing all its
locally embedded charm to mainstream
commercialism.

BioBox
Eva de Klerk
Eva de Klerk is an initiator, pioneer,
cultural explorer, project booster,
matchmaker, community builder,
fundraiser, process manager, and
bottom-up city developer. She is
among other known as co-founder
of NDSM; an enormous shipyard
turned creative hub in Amsterdam.
http://www.evadeklerk.com

This formula proved to be a great success, not only at NDSM and its surroundings, but also in other buildings and
neighbourhoods that we have occupied
and developed in the last 30 years. In
Amsterdam you can say we had a strong
tradition in bottom-up, pop up and spontaneous city development. But, after
Florida our approach became an instrument for city planners and developers.
Currently, top-down and local authority
driven institutions call for bottom-up development, allowing short-term hipster
pop-ups in specific designated areas. I
wonder about the authenticity of these
pop ups, does it embrace the ordinary
people, is there a vested interest, and is
it truly sustainable? My feeling is that it
could be a threat that will only widen the
social and economic gap.
Also Elske Hazenberg, manager of
Skatepark Amsterdam, attended the
Platformation happening. At the time
Skatepark Amsterdam was a European
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Open source
beyond the
keyboard
Experimenting with open sourcing
the physical world.

By Christian Villum
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The success of the open-source/free software movement speaks
for itself. For one, it has built an impressive technological foundation
on which, among other things, the whole Internet rests, but, much
more importantly, it has created a new way of looking at intellectual
property: A new ideology and a vision for the future in which sharing of code - and knowledge in general - will create prosperity for
everyone. We wanted to install this mindset in the Platform4 microcosmos - to create a shared vision based on collaboration, shared
resources, and synergies.
When developing software under open
source licenses, you choose to publish
all of your source code for everyone to
build on, re-appropriate, and redistribute
- with the only caveat that anyone using
your code to build something will have to
publish their derivative software under
the same terms.
This encourages programmers across
the world to join you in a shared effort
which is not limited by organisations or
companies. This creates a foundation
which is very different from the conventional way of developing software: You
hire a team and protect your work from
the prying eyes of others. The benefits
of the open source approach are many:
allowing many more bright minds to
study your code (and help remove bugs),
minimizing duplication and redundancies, and, most importantly, creating
resources which will benefit everyone,
not only the original initiator.
Open source everything
Hacker culture is built on the same open
source mindset. In this community you

share what you know and learn from
others, and as a result everyone becomes richer. We were very fascinated
by these ideologies and imagined that,
by somehow transferring the principles
of open source software development
onto the way people work together in
the physical world (or, as hackers would
say, AFK - away from keyboard), we
could trigger some amazing synergies
and, through the efforts of the community as they learned, make Platform4
become much better than the sum of
its individual parts. By getting people
to share their individual expertise and
discoveries, we would not only inspire
creativity that would otherwise likely not
have emerged, but, more importantly,
help facilitate much more rapid learning
in and across the entire community.
So, how to do that? Obviously we quickly
picked up off-the-rack tools such as
Creative Commons licenses which
help creatives share their work with the
world by allowing the tailoring creators’
birth-given copyrights - while also at

the same time not seeing copying as a
negative, but rather as an imperative.
Moreover, we also did our best to inspire
the Platform4 community to adopt
open source based work methods by
facilitating ongoing discussions about
sharing knowledge, inviting international
artists and hackers who lived by these
convictions and successfully sustained
themselves by doing so. One example
of such action was the organization of
the Platform4 Meeting Hub hacker-conference which had open source as a key
topic through the entire event.
Also, in the day-to-day we aimed to
make everything as transparent as
possible: Management meeting summaries were published publicly on a wiki,
many meetings became public meetups,
volunteers were invited to join planning work on all levels - from the very
practical to the strategic (those volunteering for the latter were given the title
of FutureFormer), and open committees
were put together to take charge on key
decisions and planning work.

The emergence of a culture
It is our impression that, while far from
everyone joining Platform4 shared the
same obsession with open source as we
did (or even took the time to fully understand what it means in detail), the result
was still what we had hoped for: People
understood the culture. They quickly
picked up the collaborative nature of
how things were done and that, we have
been told, created an atmosphere of
knowledge sharing and learning from
each other.
As a result, we believe, people coming
into Platform4 were extremely diverse.
Artists, entrepreneurs, students of
(almost) all trades, graffiti-painters,
hackers - you name it. The knowledge
smorgasbord, the art-meets-technology
theme, and the overall multi-disciplinary
approach towards creativity had so
many dimensions that all kinds of people could see themselves in it and carve
out their own little niche of the bigger
Platform4 story - and, for many (or most,
we hope), feel a sense of co-ownership
because they shared what they knew
and picked up new skills, insights, and
ideas from others.

Open source as a phenomenon has
proliferated tremendously since we
started experimenting with it in Platform4, and today concepts such as the
sharing economy, co-creation, and open
business models are known way beyond
the world of programmers, hackers, and
geeks. It’s becoming a way of life for
people all around the world, and sharing
your knowledge, resources, tools, and
ideas is no longer seen as radical. As
a point of fact, in 2015 the number of
digital works available online under a
Creative Commons license surpassed
1 billion. But still, we would argue, we
have only scratched the surface of what
the open source mindset can do for all
of us and for humanity in general. Open
source has gone way beyond the keyboard, and thankfully so. Open source
everything!
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See page 14 for bio.
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Platform4.0.
Future
Meeting Hub
The biggest hackerspace gathering ever
on Danish soil

By Geraldine Juarez
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Innovation is a word that is often used
and abused when trying to talk about
creative processes that, like always, has
been assisted by technology. But more
important than innovation and technology are always people; people that
gravitate to each other searching for
community, affinity and space.
In 2010 I moved to Gothenburg, Sweden,
from Mexico City. Some of my friends
lived in Europe, but I was a bit lost in
figuring out how to find my way around
life in Scandinavia. After a few months
my friend Evan Roth from F.A.T Labs, the
anarchic Internet art collective which we
share, invited me to come to Denmark to
join the “Meeting Hub” festival at Platform4 in Aalborg for a weekend. F.A.T
Labs had been invited, and together with
Tobias Leingruber and Evan I would be
representing our crew as part of this big
gathering of hackers and maker-spaces
in Denmark.
Something different
Often, when you go to events related
to hacking, DIY culture and “open-everything”, it is not as cool as it sounds.
These events often see technology
as the only thing that is important for
creativity and not merely as what it is: A
tool. A means to an end. It’s also quite
common to see innovation as an end
goal rather than a process. In many
ways such events tend to see technology and innovation eclipse the interaction of people that a creative culture
requires. This crucial focus is often left
out.
In Platform4, that was not the case. The
most important thing in the program
was to hang out in order to discover

affinities with other people. By hanging
out I mean to eat together, sit for a talk
about net-politics, art and the internet,
to join a workshop about Facebook resistance, meet in the bar at social events
at night, or just to be curious about
what other hacker groups were doing in
the massive main room of the warehouse which for a weekend had been
transformed to “Mega Maker-Lab”; the
biggest hacker space in a 500 kilometer
radius if not more - populated by groups
such as Labitat, GeekPhysical and Illutron from Copenhagen, Fabhouse from
Næstved, TS Collective, and Hal9k from
Aalborg - and ourselves.
Making changes to something established
I resent how more and more definitions
of innovation seem to emphasize the
market aspect, focusing only on the
entrepreneurial side of things where the
goal to make money out of a great idea
is everything. The definition of innovation in Wikipedia is “the process of
making changes to something established by introducing something better
and, as a consequence, new.” Creative
practices related to hacking are always
associated with innovation because
the process of breaking things apart,
either to learn how it works or to create a
“new” thing, adds new knowledge to the
world. New knowledge that is open for
re-use, remixing, and benefiting society as a whole. Knowledge that is not
caged up and held hostage in exchange
for money, but knowledge that aims to
make the world a better and more even
place. That is the hacker ethos and, in
my opinion, the real essence of innovation. Knowledge is not really useful if it’s
not transmitted in some way or another
to someone else.

Unconventional hackers
Meeting Hub was all about sharing and
transmitting knowledge to one another.
But, what struck me about Platform4
was also how it was actually a place that
was interfacing with other parts of the
city, even though physically located in
a rather isolated, abandoned industrial
area. This was not intended for a hacker-to-hacker transmission alone; it was a
hacker-to-society approach that permeated the place and the culture. Most of
the Platform4 community weren’t even
hackers in the traditional sense - meaning people who master technology - but
hackers by heart. Curious people, willing
to learn, willing to fail, willing to experiment. And most importantly willing to
share. That was an imperative in the
Platform4 culture.
That is what happens when you drop the
innovation-as-a-goal discourse. Then it
really gets highlighted how the boundaries between practices, markets and
tools are blurred. Why do we focus so
much on the market? And why don’t we
blur the boundaries in the city by scrapping the cramped innovation focus in
our society? Our cities should reach out
to people of all ages and backgrounds
to come together to do something they
enjoy, learn new things, and just have a
good time. Then real innovation would
emerge. Meeting Hub showed how. It
was a space where this happened.
After having met the Platform4 community, I later came back to Aalborg for
other projects. Platform4 immediately
became the kind of place I was always
up for visiting and where it was always
worth checking out what was going on.
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Collaborators: Danish Art Council,
FAT Labs, Labitat, Illutron, Hal9k,
Creative Commons Danmark and
many others.
Purpose: To create the biggest
hacker and maker event ever in
Denmark and to unify the movement through both theory and
practice.
Attendance: Over 100 hackers
and makers from Denmark and
abroad, plus lots of curious passers-by dropping in.
Description: During three full days
and nights Internet and hacker
culture was scrutinized, discussed
and celebrated through 40 lectures and hands-on workshops as
well as in the “Mega-maker-lab”:
Platform4’s big hall was converted
into a giant electronics/hacking
workshop running marathon-style
for 72 hours, where the audience
could interact with all the hackerspaces as they were building all
kinds of projects.
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Geraldine Juárez is a mexican artist based in Göteborg. She works in
different mediums to understand
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information and property. She is
a former fellow of the internet art
collective F.A.T Lab and instigator
of the Dataslöjd Studio.
http://geraldine.juarez.se
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Radical
voluntarism
The Platform4 lifeblood, its most powerful
strength - and its biggest challenge

By Christian Villum
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As an organization and a community, how do you find the perfect
balance between ensuring unencumbered freedom to create on
one hand - and functional organizational structures on the other?
Or in other words: How do you create a radically free and non-bureaucratic space for artists and entrepreneurs while still running a
tight ship? In Platform4 it was done by constantly experimenting in
real-time.
While the somewhat rapidly changing
budgetary foundation for Platform4
always has allowed for a minor base of
paid staff, Platform4’s victories have
all been won through the efforts of
an amazing, ever-changing volunteer
community of hundreds of students,
artists, entrepreneurs, cultural creators, and people outside any category,
coming together in synergistic ways to
combine passions and highly different
skillsets, as well as a shared eagerness
to co-create and see ideas taken into
action through symbiotic efforts. That
is the beauty of the volunteer spirit and
what drove Platform4. Still, you need a
certain framework for the organization
of this amazing zest, so we constantly
experimented with new approaches,
radical ideas, and offbeat organizational
concepts. In the following we’ll present
some of the highlights that were tested
over the years.
Setting up a social economy
Our biggest scheme was introducing
an ambitious social economy that
would balance assets between volunteers, lower the engagement threshold
for newcomers, reward initiative, and,
through both individual and collective

effort, build social foundations in the
community.
The backbone of this system was a new
currency: The PL€, pronounced “Pleuro”,
got its name and acronym by merging
the words “Platform4” and “Euro”. The
actual currency unit was a green plastic
token sporting a Platform4 logo, which
we had manufactured in China (10,000
units to be exact).

to be discontinued in the end because
of the administrative burden of keeping
track of balances (though we did have
a hacker volunteer to build a piece of
software that could handle it), but the
real show stopper was a taxation issue,
since we learned that compensation of
labor, even though non-monetary, needs
to be taxed in order to be legal. So back
to the drawing board.

PL€ could be earned by taking responsibility through various tasks, including
taking a shift in the bar, cleaning,or
helping build a stage or other props for
events - or more creative office oriented
work, such as designing graphics for
event posters or performing administrative tasks. A chart was made that
outlined the PL€ rewards for each task,
and volunteers could now build a PL€
balance for themselves which then in
return could be traded for assets of
various kinds, including beverages in the
Platform4 café and, more interestingly
for most, the right to get your own work
space in the upstairs Rooftop co-working space.

Testing a playful approach
Another scheme was gamification,
which turned out to be one of our most
successful organizational initiatives.
At some point in the beginning of 2011,
struggling a bit to get volunteers to
man the bar at events and in general on
weeknights, we introduced a new structure: Taking shifts in the bar, volunteers
would earn points and were encouraged to form teams and enter into a
team-competition. Moreover, shifts were
then weighted differently according to
what time of the week it was: For instance, Friday and Saturday night shifts
(that were hard to find volunteers for)
gave double the number of points than,
say, a Wednesday evening shift.

This scheme turned out to be quite popular and really worked - but, sadly, had

The overall math behind the competition
was simple: The team with the most
points at the end of the season would
win a weekend trip to Amsterdam, travel
and accommodation paid for. The game
was on! And boy, did it work. We all competed insanely, FC Barcelona vs. Real
Madrid-style, yet in a friendly way that
was pure fun.

jectformer”, which allowed Platformers
to assume the role of project leader for
any undertaking in Platform4 - such as
organizing an event, developing a new
idea, or leading a group of people in any
organized venture. This naturally put
some responsibility on the volunteer but
also gave great reward and freedom to
create, get a budget, etc.

In the end, two groups excelled beyond
the rest and due to almost equal scores
ended up both getting rewarded with
the first prize and went together to have
a blast on the study trip to the Dutch
capital. This scheme proved successful
altogether but had three shortcomings:
Firstly, it was a bit disencouraging for
the teams that did not win (some of
which tuned out of the competition
quite early on, as it became clear that
a few teams were severely taking the
lead). Secondly, it required somewhat
substantial funding to pay for the first
prize. Lastly, we also sensed a gradually
decreasing interest among many volunteers to engage in ad hoc work which
was outside the tasks that gave points.
So again, we chose to move on.

Final level was called “Futureformer”,
which was the level to join, if you wanted
to become an active part in the executive top level management of Platform4.
Here you joined the management core
group and thereby impacted Platform4’s
strategic development as well as influenced tactical decisions directly in
democratic fashion.

Platformers, Projectformers and Futureformers
A third initiative was the concept of
introducing volunteer engagement
levels. More concretely, to meet different aspirations and to honor the most
dedicated volunteers while allowing
others to take more peripheral roles, we
set up three levels of commitment which
volunteers could then chose from. Each
level had increasing levels of responsibility and influence and were aptly
named: “Platformers”, the point-of-entry
level whichreferred to anyone taking any
volunteer role in the Platform4 realm
and thus had very low responsibility (at
least by default). Next level was “Pro-

The layer structure turned out to create
much needed clarity about the structure
of engagement. Not only volunteers
already involved but also for the outside
world. Even if it introduced a hierarchy
(which we generally tried to avoid), it
did so in a very informal manner and, at
the same time, highlighted the volunteers who went above and beyond. The
Futureformers group, which ended up
consisting of 5 incredible Platformers,
became an invaluable resource for
Platform4 and created a whole new
dynamic in the community: It was part
of the community while also leading the
community.
However, it was also increasingly demanding, and - in retrospect - perhaps a
role that demanded too much of those
eager to help lead and learn from the
process. A volunteer role needs to be
fun and not stressful, and as a result
the whole thing was abandoned in favor
of new organizational experiments,
although a few of the Futureformers
took other leading roles in the time to

come. The “Platformer” label, however,
became permanent as a self-referential
label proudly used by anyone involved in
the community. You will even find that
mentioned on many LinkedIn pages today on the career profiles of those who
took part.
Collectives lead by Batmen and Robins
So, after a few somewhat failed attempts, we thought to ourselves: Let us
instead build on collectivity and take a
point of departure in people’s passions.
This lead to the introduction of thematic
Working Groups which allowed people to
organize around that - their passions.
A series of groups were introduced to
kick things off (and it was made clear
that more could be easily created (and
later disbanded) as demand grew (or
diminished), coveringtopics such as web
development, media work, construction
work, business development, and many
more, all with names that were easily
referred to: Web4, Media4, Build4, Bizz4
etc. - and became a general resources
for all ongoing projects and ventures in
Platform4: For instance, whenever you
or your project needed media coverage for your event, you would call the
Media4 group. Anyone who wanted to
do media work would join that group and
could leave at any time. Voila! A perfect
matchmaking structure was born.
A challenge, however, was the accountability of such loosely-organized groups
who had an ever-changing roster of
members. How could tasks be accomplished, if no one was ultimately
responsible? Who would respond to the
emails? Or call work meetings? We needed someone to lead each group.
However, pretty much all group members were reluctant towards becoming
official group leaders (mainly because
95

of the associations of that label), so that
gave way to another idea: Let us set up
informal leadership roles which could
be easily passed on. Each group had to
appoint a Batman and a Robin, which
- resembling the popular tv-duo - were
then in effect respectively leading and
co-leading the group, but without the
formal title of leader. Somehow the role
of Batman and Robin were labels that
Platformers in the Working Groups could
much more easily identify with. “I’m the
Batman of Build4” sounded so much
more fun than being the leader of the
construction workers, plus it automatically allowed for easy passing of the role
and responsibility to someone else if
needed. This scheme was used for a few
seasons and overall worked really well.
Radical volunteer organization
The crown jewel of our organizational
efforts for volunteers, however, was the
arrival of a rather mysterious new character: Mr. Boris Urvad Vierzahl, a community booster and cultural organizer of
somewhat unknown eastern European
descent, who all of a sudden came into
the Platform4 community and immediately took center stage, sporting a clear
mission: To boost morale, punch things
into gear, and create a new team spirit.
Boris started by introducing himself in
an email to everyone on the internal volunteer email list (200+ subscribers) one
late August evening in 2010, at a time
when it was particularly difficult to get
volunteers back in the game after a long
and hot summer. He explained in his
own somewhat broken and highly Baltoslavic-accented written English - starting with “Here is Boris!” - that he had just
moved to town, that he had volunteered
to be the new community organizer, and
that we, the management, had warmly
welcomed him and appointed him for
that new role. He also explained that he

intended to get everyone to roll up their
sleeves, himself included, because he
would be devastated to see Platform4
continue down a negative spiral where
“hardly no one was taking any bar shifts
anymore”. He also said that, since he
was trying to establish a financial base
for himself in Denmark, he would also be
maintaining a full time employment elsewhere and would carry out his Platform4
duties mainly in the early mornings or
via email from home.
Despite the somewhat harsh tone in his
communication, the reception in the
community was nothing but positive.
People were discussing online and all
around the Platform4 campus how
positive it was that this new guy had
taken such a big responsibility and that
- despite his condemning comments on
the current morale in the initial email - he
was right that there had been too much
slacking off lately.
Over the course of the next months, Boris really set things straight and turned
things around. In weekly emails he outlined tasks to be done, which projects
needed volunteers and so on - but also
recounted to everyone all the practical
work he had done himself in Platform4
each week. He was a real powerhouse,
inspiring everyone to take more bar
shifts, do chores and, in general, support his efforts the best they could. Of
course, it also helped that Boris occasionally sent out emails complimenting
people for the their work and explaining
how proud he was to see how things
were really spiralling upwards.
However, there was also a growing wonderment, as people started discussing
whether anyone had ever actually met
Boris in person. As it turned out, no one
had. Everyone were aware of his work

situation and how that made it difficult for him to show up at times when
Platform4 was normally bustling, but a
degree of scepticism started to spread.
Who is this guy - and is he actually real?
Moreover, his last name - Vierzahl German for “the number 4” fueled the
growing rumor that Boris was not real.
The stuff of legends
In reality Boris was, of course, fictional. His practical work was done by the
management, and his emails penned by
one of the directors, Kristian Ravn-Ellestad, who had a flair for writing brilliantly
charming slavic-accented English. By
introducing this made-up character, who
immediately became an integral part of
the community, we learned about the
amazing kind of community dynamics
that can be built by having a community
“organize themselves” without interference by a management.
But, what to do now that our plot was
close to being exposed? We decided not
to give in and tell everyone. As we were
getting closer to the end of the season,
we came up with the idea of letting Boris
show up in person at the end-season
volunteer party. “He” emailed everyone,
saying that he had taken a day off from
his full time work to join the party. The
community was baffled: This was unexpected. So he was real afterall?
In preparation for the party, we shuffled
our feet and needed to find an actor:
Someone whom we were sure no one
would recognize. We ended up finding a
Danish-Romanian actor from a theatre
in Aarhus, who was in on the idea of
what we were doing (boosting a volunteer community) and agreed to come to
Aalborg and play the role of Boris. It was
a glorious moment to see everyone’s
faces, as he stepped into the room at
the party, speaking with the same accent as in his emails and being, through

careful instruction, well-versed in the
ways of the Platform4 community. Boris
was real!
A few days later - with the season now
finally over and another great milestone
in Platform4 history set - we finally gave
away the plot, and, as we had hoped,
everyone had a long laugh, while we
explained that the intention, of course,
was to revitalize the community, not to
fool anyone. But the experiment had
worked. However, it was a one-off, so
not something we could do again.
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Christian Villum
See page 14 for bio.

No rest for wicked
Though none of the many schemes
turned out to be perfect, we did learn
a lot from all of them, and the overall
lesson to be learned is probably that
any community needs to constantly
evolve to stay on the ball. No rest for the
wicked.
Moreover, this list of organizational
experiments encapsulates the vision
that permeated Platform4 in those years
quite well. Walk the walk rather than
talk the talk. I think we gained from that,
although Platform4 was probably also
a pretty confusing place for newcomers, at least the first couple of times
you would go there. Maybe also a bit
frustrating for the old-timers at times.
However, I would argue that the ambiguity was part of creating the Platform4
magic and that it was the organized
chaos that prevented Platform4 from
becoming set in conventional ways which played a large part in inspiring the
thinking of new paths forward. In many
ways, the biggest experiment of Platform4 was not technological, but social.
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Tech.
Stronaut
Inspiring our youngest generation to
take control over technology.

By Kristian Ravn-Ellestad
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The physical characteristics of Platform4 changed drastically when the
lease on the old concrete warehouse in
Østre Havn ran out and the community
moved into the building of a former
restaurant in the public Karolinelund
Park in the heart of Aalborg. Now, all
of a sudden the surroundings were no
longer concrete and rubble, but green
grass fields and beautifully towering leaf
trees with birds chirping in the sunshine.
While we somehow missed the rough-

ness provided by the old industrial setting, this was surely quite pleasant - and
turned out to be a significantly different
source of inspiration.
In classic Platform4-spontaneity and
unrefined commitment to our physical
surroundings, the very first day we put
up swings in the trees of the park as
an informal kick-off in our new habitat.
To our great delight, the following days
we observed parents and their children
enjoying these new features in the
previously rather unpopulated former
amusement park. A whole new group

of community members and potential
users had become visible right there - in
our new front yard.
Dreaming of a playground
We started developing a vision of
making an adventurous playground for
kids and their families. The dream was
a public park with an open playground,
where the rules could be slightly different than the rest of the city: Inspired by
the famous Burning Man Festival, which
Platform4 had visited earlier in the year,
it was not to be a conventional playground, of course, but something that

aligned with the Platform4 spirit - something with an edge. Something with
technology. We named the idea “The
world’s most audacious playground”;
a playground where children and their
parents, we envisioned, would make
Gyro Gearloose look like a sissy in comparison. Clashing the spontaneity and
reckless play of children with advanced
technology seemed like a true Platform4
cocktail!
As the idea developed, however, we
started leaning more towards an
activity rather than a physical space.
We wanted to spend our resources
on giving kids amazing adventures,
rather than use it on a monument. In
other words, we wanted to guide the
kids towards the wonder of creating
something themselves - as well as give
them the same playful feeling of artistic
and technological empowerment given
to the adult community in Platform4.
That said however, since kids naturally
are different, we obviously needed to
approach this in a different way. An
important element for us was to cocoon
the unspoiled creativity and divergent
worldview that children at this age holds
and furthermore stimulate that creativity
further while they were in the custody
of Platform4. We wanted to give them a
free space where they could be learning
on their own terms and choose their own
creative direction.

cept, and they circled in on a focus on
kids between 7 and 13 years of age - the
late childhood and pre-teen interval - a
very formative period in a child’s life
where human learning capability is at its
highest. Kids this age are sponges, and
we were ready to soak them in fun, public playfulness and advanced technology
hacking!
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We called the program “Tech.Stronaut”;
a merge of the words technology and astronaut because we wanted to propel the
kids into a new trajectory in life where
technology is a means to adventure
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Technology as toys
Consequently, we came up with the concept of creating a technology-focused
boy/girl-scout program for stimulating
children to geek out through computer
programming, funny electronics, and basic physics and chemistry. All this with
the public park as a backdrop.
A working group of Platform4 artists
was put together to finetune the con103
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and something you play with anytime,
anywhere. The goal was to give kids
hands-on experiences with technology
in public spaces, and our first ‘semester’ accomplished that goal through
basic rocket- and robot technology and
through adventurous experiments in our
surroundings.
Filling Platform4 with kids
Tech.Stronaut ran weekly sessions over
a period of 10 weeks and involved engineering students from AAU plus playful
artists from the Platform4 community.
An overwhelming number of sign-ups
came in from parents far and wide outnumbering our capacity by many
lengths, as we unfortunately could only
handle 20 children in order to ensure
adequate guidance for each child.
Throughout the program, the children
- with their parents as apprentices on
three show-and-tell-your-family Saturdays - learned how to build air pressure
water rockets from recycled materials
and Arduino-based explorer robots.
Every week Platform4’s premises would
be filled with children’s laughter, school
bags, and the usual unusual noise kids
that age contribute with. The whole café
lit up and became a hub for unexpected
happenings: A phenomenon was born.
Every Tech.Stronaut-session ended up
with children firing their rockets several
hundred meters into the park at great
speed and altitude, fueling enormous
joy and laughter. Where else in the city
could you play like this?

ing in the project. The stories that were
told was a joy to hear: Happy parents
explaining how their daughter, suddenly
one quiet Sunday afternoon, in a state of
boredom, started dismantling their old
computer and putting together a propeller for some robot. Others mentioned
how their children had become more
interested in “the boring classes”, physics and chemistry, and how some Tech.
Stronauts had convinced their physics
teacher to go through the physical principles of an air pressure water-fueled
bottle rocket.
Initiating Tech.Stronaut, we knew for a
fact that we would ourselves become
enormously inspired by the children,
while encouraging and exciting them
to learn by doing, giving them tools and
free space through which they could
sculpture their own playfulness. This, of
course, came very naturally to the kids,
and you can say that we enlightened
them in what they already knew: That
anyone can become inventors of their
own world. The kids, on the other hand,
enlightened us in what we might have
forgotten: That real innovation, creativity
and inventiveness come from a childish
heart.

FactBox
Collaborators: Aalborg University,
Platform4’s Build4-group
Purpose: To teach children how to
tinker with technology and make
them realize that it isn’t rocket science to learn...well, rocket science.
Attendance: 20 children and
their families over the course of 5
months.
Description: Inspired by the boy
and girl scout movement, a program of weekly teachings were set
up for 20 children selected from a
large body of applicants. Once a
week their parents dropped them
off at Platform4 to let them learn
about electronics and programming
by building air pressure rockets and
simple robots.

From Karolinelund to national media
The whole story about Tech.Stronaut
naturally caught the attention of the
news media and was picked up by local
media as well as the national tv, who invited a few of the kids and their families
to share their experiences of participat105

FactBox
Collaborators: Aalborg University,
Thy 3D, TS Collective, AyoTek, Creative Commons Denmark, Geraldine
Juarez, Create It Real, Kunstrådet.
Purpose: To explore the new,
fascinating 3D-printing technologies as well as discuss its potential
and possible societal implications.
Moreover, to bridge the gap between such advanced technology
and laymen citizens.
Attendance: 200 people (of which
20 built their own 3D-printer)
Description: For over a month, Platform4 was brimming with activities
relating to 3D-printing. Through
panel discussions, workshops, presentations, and actual building of
3D-printers from scratch - as well as
lots and lots of printing on all kinds
of different machines - the technology was scrutinized and discussed
from all angles and by all kinds of
people: From die-hard hackers,
who had pioneered 3D-printing in
its early years, to laymen citizens,
who became acquainted with the
concept for the first time.
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Print Your Life:
3D-printer
festival for all
Bringing citizens and geeks into the same
room to discuss technology sharing and
the future of manufacturing.

By Lina Bergstrøm
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Print Your Life 3D-Printer Festival was
held for the first time at Platform4 in
Aalborg in 2013. The event was focused
on open source 3D-printing, knowledge
sharing, and collaboration between not
only artists, technical experts, and entrepreneurs, but also the citizen laymen.
We wanted to create an opportunity for
people to learn about new technology
and new ways of organizing knowledge
exchange in a digital world. The festival
ran over three weeks and included a

series of workshops, lectures, and the
possibility to build your own 3D-printer.
We held introductions to 3D-modeling,
rapid prototyping, discussions on open
knowledge and ethics, talks about open
business models, and introductions to
using open source software and participating in open communities.
Taking new steps with 3D-printing
Mankind has been able to 3D-print since
the eighties, but up until just a few years
ago it was very expensive and something reserved for the few. However,
the widely available desktop 3D-printer

as we know it today is developed by
individuals around the world, working together in peer-to-peer communities, not
employed by anyone, but driven by their
own curiosity and will. The first peer-topeer 3D-printer community was called
the RepRap project which paved the
way for other open source communities
which today are growing rapidly.
The 3D-printer as a technology carries
the qualities of both the digital world
and the physical. Files containing all
designs you can imagine can be shared
globally and printed locally. This new
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form of production is foreseen to have a
massive impact, changing the organization of our society and leaking into every
sphere of human life. Some say that you
become more creative when you have a
3D-printer as a tool; I do not agree, but
the printer along with many other new
technologies that transcends the digital
and the physical world are fertile ground
for sharing and collaboration. This form
of collective creativity most definitely
makes us all more knowledgeable and
creative; we now have the possibility to
make massive societal changes. This
is a resource that does not wear out,

instead, the more people that participates in the process of printing, inventing, improving, and sharing, the richer
and more diverse the possibilities will
become. Certain technologies make up
possibilities for certain actions and the
3D-printer gives us an insight into new
ways to organize our world which likely
will expand into many other areas of our
life in the future.
Not only about technology
For me, the 3D-printer festival was not
so much about the technology in itself,
but about the culture of sharing knowledge and working together towards
creating new possibilities for people to
find new solutions to the problems that
we as a society are facing. We wanted
to make a space for sharing ideas and
collaborating, celebrating the joy of creating. The aim of the 3D-printer festival
was to embrace diversity and experiment with bringing very different people
together - the geek and the regular citizen, in the same room, combining each
of their talents and aspirations using
3D-printing as a tool, of course, but also
as a lens through which to look at our
society. Challenging the technology and
gauging its ability to make a change.

Bringing these people together in the
same room was important because,
even if we now have the possibilities of
gaining enormous amounts of knowledge at home by our computers, the
concept of meeting face-to-face brings
in totally new perspectives. A clash of
cultures, united by technological wonderment. As in all other Platform4 projects we wanted to experiment with the
concepts of art, design, and technology,
and that is why we invited artists and
geeks to participate in the festival with
workshops and lectures with an agenda
that appealed far beyond technical tinkering. The tools and topics were used
to set a universal approach that targeted
the laymen, non-technical citizens of the
city. We wanted to make very clear that
all of Aalborg was invited.
One of the best experiences of the
festival was the “Print your own cookie
cutter”-workshop which had the particular aim to give a practical introduction
of 3D-printing for people that had never
done any 3D-printing. We spend a lot of
time trying to find a form or a symbol to
print in order for the workshop to reduce
any alienation from the 3D-printing
technology that newcomers may have
had. We wanted to relate the possibilities of the technology with the everyday
world of laymen. So, we came up with
the cookie cutter workshop because,
to us, baking is synonymous with an
enjoyable, cozy time with our family and
friends. This cookie cutter printing concept turned out to be a great success
and we saw that we had a great diversity
in both age and gender at the workshops. We were very happy to see how
different people adopted the tools and
made items that expressed something
special to them.
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Building a community
We also wanted to increase the number
of 3D-printers in the homes of the Platform4 community, so we put together an
option for participants to buy inexpensive 3D-printer assembly kits which they
could then build with the help of some of
the more experienced users. Quite a lot
of people took up that offer - including
myself. I have always “made stuff” and
I would use the 3D-printer as a tool like
my computer or my sewing machine. I
have no training in how to build software or hardware, I am just a “user”.
Through the festival, however, I met

very talented and experienced people
that were actually building the tools that
I use. They were the ones who coded
the programs that I was using or found
the solutions that made the machinery
work. I saw that, like all other things in
the world, learning and building new
things demand patience and dedication
- and if you’re willing to learn, then even
advanced technology can be mastered
by the unskilled. This gave me the confidence to build my own 3D-printer. With
my cute little green 3D-printer, I now can
print just what I want.

Through the festival I also saw a number
of issues that have intrigued me as a
sociologist. How can we understand
the impact that digitization have on
our creativity and the possibilities to
participate in shaping our society? Why
are some unable to participate in and
benefit from open knowledge, even if it
is freely available? What does it mean
when peer-to-peer collaborations meet
the logics of the market? These issues
are global, but the energy to solve the
problems is often found locally. It is
becoming very clear to me that we must
correlate the global with the local. That

is why we must cherish and encourage
spaces like Platform4 and the Print Your
Life festival to address structural, social,
and cultural barriers that prevent open
cooperation - we still have so much to
learn from each other.
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Lina Bergstrøm
Lina Bergstrøm is a sociologist
working with qualitative methods
in the study of digital production
and fabrication, creativity and capitalism, new open technologies and
social movements. Besides doing
field work she has worked with
artistic expressions from classical
drawing, painting, and sculpturing
to 3D-scanning, 3D-modelling, and
light programming.
The 3D-printer festival “Print Your
Life” in Platform4 formed the start
of AYOTEK where she works with
her partner Thomas Petersen on
creative problem solving, teaching
workshops, doing project management, and consulting on both
social and technical aspects of
using new open technologies and
doing creative projects.
www.ayotekcreate.dk
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FactBox
Collaborators: The Tank New York
(US), 8bitpeoples (US), Kunstrådet,
Nordisk Kulturpunkt, Obels Familiefond, Hally (JP), Random (SE),
C-Men (NL), Raquel Meyers (ES),
Rosa Menkman (NL), Bodenständig
2000 (DE), Videovalvontaa (SF),
Nullsleep (US), Bit Shifter (US) +
many more.
Purpose: To celebrate high fidelity
electronic music and art made with
low fidelity 8bit technology gaming
consoles such as Atari, Commodore 64, and Nintendo Gameboy
- as well as to expose Europe to
what, up until then, had been a New
York-only phenomenon.
Attendance: 1500 people for the
two festivals in 2009 and 2010.
Description: Up until being exported to Europe, the Blip Festival
had only taken place in New York.
After 3 years running it was without
comparison the biggest 8bit event
in the world and was rapidly gaining
attention from more mainstream
media outlets such as MTV.
Through dedicated fundraising
as well as goodwill from the New
York organizers, it was possible to
bring the entire festival to Europe
to take place in Platform4 in 2009
as Blip Festival Europe and as Blip
Festival Scandinavia in 2010, selling
out Platform4’s main hall in both
instances.
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Blip Festival
Europe
A glimpse of how the global chip music
phenomenon is pushing retrograde technology
to new artistic heights.

By Christian Villum
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Imagine hundreds of kids dancing in
a dark warehouse to a thumping and
insanely loud beat and bathed in quickly
flickering, colorful lights while facing the
dj and vj’s who are being celebrated like
demigods. We’ve seen that before - it’s
a rave, it’s energetic and it’s loud. The
kids love it. But this one is different:
The dj - or rather the live performer - is
not sporting the latest state-of-the-art
music production equipment or seeking
to impress using fancy computers to

produce the thundering output: He’s
rocking the stage holding a 1980’s Game
Boy console, hooked up with cables and
modded with backlights and patched-on
home-made extra modules as well as
customized circuit boards sticking out
here and there. And the VJ - the visual
artist producing live video graphics projected onto all the walls - is not hunched
over large high-processor-powered
computer racks with inch-thick high-capacity HD-cables. No, he’s competently
operating an old Amiga 500 with stacks
of blue floppy discs and a few Commodore 64’s on the side, all elegantly wired

together with hard-to-get connection
adapters that allow him to plug onto the
in-house, modern visual systems.
Hi-tech art with lo-fi technology
What you’re seeing and hearing is
the global chiptune 8bit movement in
full effect in its epicentre: The highly
acclaimed Blip Festival. During its active
years in 2006-2012, Blip Festival (www.
blipfestival.org) was the world’s biggest event for 8-bit music and visuals
- largely referred to as chiptunes or chip
music - meaning music and graphics
made using only modified low-fi 8bit
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gaming consoles such as Game Boys
and Atari computers as instruments. It
was held every year in New York and was
organized by experimental art space The
Tank and artist collective 8bitpeoples.
The movement came out of the computer age and went upstream in the
general millennial quest among kids
to increase their computer power and
having constant needs for equipment
upgrades. This was a different beast altogether. The colorful aesthetics with its
crude pixels and characteristic sounds
were all of a sudden being celebrated in
virtual chat rooms across the Internet
and in small dark music venues alike
and struck a chord in audiences both
stateside and on all other continents. It
spawned a breed of incredibly talented
low-fidelity VJ’s and music producers
from around the world, clearly fascinated by the limitations of outdated
technology, but with a dire ambition to
push the capability of this ancient technology in order to create high-velocity
art and new ideas. In doing so, they did
by no means intend to cater to nostalgic
sentiments but instead had a clearly
forward-facing and almost futuristic
demeanour. And it wasn’t just an underground venture either. After just a couple
of years, Blip Festival started to gain the
attention of major media networks such
as MTV and other more mainstream
media outlets across the world.
Platform4 stepping onto the stage
Obviously in Platform4 we were amazed
by this phenomenon. This is why we got
in touch with the Blip Festival organizers to suggest the idea to collaborate
on putting together the first ever Blip
Festival outside New York in our rugged
Platform4 warehouse - and so it went.

In the summer of 2009 a crew from The
Tank, the people behind 8bitpeoples,
and a long selection of world’s finest
chiptune performers flew into Denmark
to put on one of the most spectacular
shows ever to hit the country. Headliners included Nullsleep (US), Bit Shifter
(US), Hally (Japan), Bodenstaendig 2000
(Germany), Goto80 (Sweden), Rabato
(Spain), glomag (US), Saskrotch (US),
Covox (Sweden), Binärpilot (Norway),
C-Men (NL), Raquel Meyers (Spain), and
many others.

The festivals collectively pulled in over
1500 ravers and introduced the 8-bit
culture to a brand new audience who
swallowed it all raw. Continuing Blip
Festival’s goal of highlighting the global
chip music phenomenon and its related
disciplines, Blip Festival Europe’s mission was to showcase these genre-defying stuntmen pushing hardware beyond
the limits of anything conceived by its
original designers.
Selected from a cross section of the
world’s most engaging live musicians
and visualists, the evening slate of

concerts was combined with community focused, daytime film screenings,
presentations, and workshops that
showcased what might be the world’s
first open source art movement, as it
encouraged the public to dig out their
own abandoned 8-bit consoles and take
a stab at producing smashing electronic
music and futuristic retrograde visuals
themselves. The festival intended to
inform and to rock, to push this nascent
scene beyond its underground roots
and into its rightful place as one of the
world’s most exciting and dynamic electronic music movements.
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Art and technology experiments in a
nutshell
For us, the opportunity to host Blip Festival Europe was the perfect showcase of
how art can meet technology, which was
the overarching theme that Platform4
set out to explore. Better than probably
any other artistic practice, the chip music movement embodies this practice by
using technology as more than a simple
tool: For them the lo-fi technology and
its limitations become an integral part
of the actual expression. In many ways it
resembles similar principles in other art
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movements, for instance the Dogme 95
film concept introduced by movie directors Lars von Trier and Thomas Vinterberg in 1995 which set forth a deliberate
choice to limit the tools and the means
available. The intent and the result were
the unleashing of a creativity that would
likely not have emerged otherwise. The
same can be said about chip music;
the creativity comes from pushing the
boundaries of a limited set of resources,
and the result is raw, unrefined, highly-appealing artworks that speak their
own unique language.

The European Blip Festivals were great
successes and the Blip Festival network
was since expanded to also include
Tokyo and Melbourne. A mighty fine
axis of cities to sit in for a small town
like Aalborg and a very proud moment
for Platform4 to humbly take a place in
the global history of 8-bit and chiptune
culture.
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BioBox
Majken Kramer Overgaard
Majken Kramer Overgaard is a specialist in innovation and entrepreneurship - focusing on technology,
contemporary art and creativity.
She runs Company& Co. and is
employed as external lecturer at
the IT University and Copenhagen
University
www.companyand.co
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Art &
Technology
in Platform4
Civic Empowerment through
Collective Community-based Science.

By Majken Kramer Overgaard
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Artists have always been fascinated by technology and with recent
major technological quantum leaps - such as the emergence of the
Internet, social and open source mindsets, and dirt cheap microchips
- the boundaries between art and technology have become blurred
and not only fueled the formation of a whole new community of art
practitioners, but also whole new ways of interaction and collaboration. This became the foundation for the Platform4 project.
In these new creative circles, conventional art forms such as theatre,
performance, design, architecture, film,
and music cross-fertilize with new technologies and tools and form creative
interdisciplinary environments for the
development of not only contemporary
art, but also new inventions and creative
products. This was the cultural current
the Platform4 community hurled itself
into in order to explore, learn from, and,
most importantly, contribute to - and
in the process seek to highlight the
democratization of the art practice
and pose the question: Given the right
circumstances maybe we can all be
artists? And if so, how can we use art
and technology to build new empowered
communities?
Artist and audience interaction
However, let us zoom out a bit and look
at the context. In modern and contemporary art, there are multiple artists
working to involve the audience, challenge their relationship to the traditional
work of art, and provide the viewer with
a more active, participating role: Often
through interactive works that include
the audience in various types of narratives, usually by making the art instal-

lations interactive and by offering the
audience the opportunity to temporarily
affect the meaning or interpretation.
New technology offers easy and cheap
ways to facilitate such interaction and
co-creation using sensors, Arduino-microboards, etc. - and for many artists the
fusion between viewer and creator also
becomes a new way to interpret, investigate, and criticize the contemporary and
technological development that we are
all a part of. It becomes a type of citizen
science.
To many new artistic practitioners,
technology has become more than just a
new tool or medium. To paraphrase McLuhan, it has become the message by
making art a shared project, an object of
conversation, a project of collaboration
and continual iteration through interaction. As a result, an increasing number
of people work on the basic premise,
driven by Internet-practice, that knowledge should be accessible and shared
and not locked down under copyrights
and patents. By removing the intellectual restrictions on their work and ideas,
artists are opening up new opportunities for others to develop new projects
derived from their original ideas. These

thoughts resonate with the idea of art as
an ongoing conversation, a forum where
thoughts and worldviews meet, collide,
and evolve. It means that the structure
of art has changed from being a closed
off, autarkic piece of work into becoming an open process - or, in other words,
an open prototype that can be further
developed, co-created and/or joined by
anyone.
Other artists have experimented with the
idea of the work of art as an open-ended
process. The concept is not new, but the
extent of the application is. Furthermore,
this is often the end goal for today’s
artist. We often see how artists publish
instructions on how to reproduce their
works and continue working on it at
home. Moreover, many works are often
built using very simple, easily accessible
materials, such as plexiglass, conductive thread, recycled electronics, microcontrollers, and various sensors, items
found in most do-it-yourself stores,
which is an extension of the invitation to
reproduce and co-develop.
What makes art art?
It is worth discussing what happens to
the work of art when it is suddenly no

longer a unique creation, but instead a
thing that is reproduced and co-developed by curious audience members and
fellow co-creators. It is a process that
is inspired by the open source and free
software movements that embrace (and
demand) a free distribution of computer
code, knowledge, and data. An example is the computer operating system
Linux where the source code is publicly
available, making users able to co-develop the software that makes up the
system. Information that was previously
unavailable is available and free, giving
everyone free access to repurpose the
knowledge.
The discussion of the art works as a
unique creation emerged with modern
photography. Initially, photography was
not considered an artistic medium due
to the fact that it is reproducible. The
same may be said about art produced
by various print techniques. This has
changed during the 20th century, and
the latest technological development
has challenged our idea about uniqueness even further. Today, everything
created on or by computers is copyable.
Thus, our means of production has also
affected contemporary art.
This poses the question of what it actually is we are producing - is it really art?
You can argue that these new technology-driven, copyable art projects are
realizations of the avantgarde’s historical desire to break down the barrier
between art and daily life, and let anyone
take part in a creative process - or is
it a devaluation of the thought of art
as something truly unique? Maybe the
answer lies somewhere between the
two: Merging art and technology creates
a new type of expression, affecting
not only the work of art, but also how
it is perceived. The audience becomes
a user and even a producer, and our

way of accessing contemporary art is
becoming part of the artistic process. A
process which then challenges our definition of what art is and who creates it. It
makes us reflect: In what moment does
an object change from being a random
thing to becoming a unique art piece? Is
it when it is exhibited, collected, sold, or
when an artist or an art critic claims that
it is art? And does it even matter?
Making art less intimidating
At Platform4, it did not matter. There
was a general vision that knowledge
should be accessible to anyone, and art
became an object for hacking and joint
exploration across fields. The collective,
synergetic process by which projects
took shape in groups quickly proved an
invaluable methodology for those not
considering themselves artists or hackers, but who found that, at Platform4,
you did not need to be either of those
things to create art and gain control
over technology. It quickly became clear
that by proposing a framework which
inspired participation and co-creation,
both art and technology all of a sudden
became less intimidating, and audience
members turned creators. One of our
key learnings is that most people are
very creative and eager to participate, if
you provide tools and surroundings that
gives them the possibility to express
themselves.

or re-constructed it, and showcased
everything in our own exhibition areas.
Through the actions of the users, we
built up an atmosphere in and around
the physical space where people could
explore their own creativity without fear
of failure and in close fruitful collaboration with others - which also provided a
way for people to pick up new skills. It
was a new setting for knowledge sharing and art production that also revealed
the simplicity behind technology. After
all, it is only science. How hard can it be?

Many locals became part of what turned
out to be somewhat of a movement:
From students to local entrepreneurs,
artists from different fields - theatre,
film, music, and fine arts - together with
cultural producers, all curiously joining
workshops or working groups in order to
add to and share their existing knowledge. Platform4 became an arena where
we collectively demystified technology,
pulled art down from its pedestal, de133

FactBox
Collaborators: Danish Art Council,
Kulturaftalen/Region Nordjylland,
Pernille Kofoed, Louise Laage Toft,
Morten Jensen, Tim Garbos/Martin Fasterholdt, Anne Sofie Juul
Sørensen, Andres Koczka.
Purpose: Building on the Platform4in-a-Box project ideas, PlayForm
was the second iteration of creating
a mobile exhibition to showcase the
best of Platform4 art and technology talent.
Attendance: 350 people.
Description: Through an open
call that listed a series of criteria
(among others, that submitted
ideas should fit into a 20-foot shipping container and be interactive),
6 project ideas from the Platform4
community of artists were selected
and supported with a production
grant. The result was a unique
exhibition that encapsulated the
essence of Platform4 in many ways
and served as a proof of concept
for sending Platform4 creativity
off-site and out into non-familiar
contexts.
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PlayForm
Mobile Art &
Technology
Exhibition
Taking Platform4 on the road - take two.

By Louise Laage Toft
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Digital pillow fight, electric finger painting, drawing with sound, and building
your own computer game via sensors
and LEGO-like physical building blocks;
these were all examples of the kind of
interactive activity the audience of the
PLAYFORM Mobile Art & Technology
Exhibition could experience. Building
on the learnings of the Platform4-ina-Box exhibition back in 2011, the idea
was once again to put together a mobile
cross-section of Platform4 to take out

into the world to show the essence of
the project and its art-meets-technology
community to a wider audience. Concretely, this was to happen in a 20-foot
shipping container which had been customized to fold out and become a standalone outdoor or indoor art exhibition.
To populate the exhibition, an open call
for ideas of interactive art and technology projects was sent out to the public,
and among the submissions the six best
ideas were selected to represent Platform4 to the outside world. Specifically,
they had to showcase Platform4’s characteristic, grassrootsy artistic practice

of using new exciting technologies as
part of an artistic expression.
Challenging traditional formats
My project, BioCult, was one of those
selected ideas. I was immediately
intrigued when the open call came out.
To me, an art installation is not merely a physical manifestation of an art
piece. The overall context and interplay
between the participating pieces play
a significant part. I think the PlayForm
exhibition project was particularly interesting because it, among other things,
challenged traditional formats by being
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PlayForm Mobile Art & Technology Exhibition
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mobile and veering away from the conventional setting of an art exhibition - as
well as having interactive technology as
a common denominator for all the art
pieces.
Once it started to come together, and we
as artists - leading up to the exhibition
- started our building work, it became
clear that this was going to be special.
Over the course of the summer, through
our individual work creating our installations, we saw the emergence of an
experimental and informal exhibition
which would inspire the audience to
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interact more playfully than what you
would expect of them to do in, say, a gallery or museum. An exhibition that clearly took a different direction than what
you normally saw in an exhibition and
one that really inspired curious fingers to
press all the buttons, so to speak. I loved
this way of creating an exhibition where
it was possible for us to deconstruct the
traditional framework and let the art and
the artistic expression develop in its own
direction. It became a space where the
audience were to participate actively in
shaping their own experience (depending on which buttons they pressed and

how they chose to interact), and where
the artworks expanded and developed
depending on people’s interaction and
engagement with it. In many ways the
artistic expression created through an
experimental exhibition like Playform
showed the very essence of Platform4
as an experimental concept. It was experiments within the experiment.
Gently electrocuting everything
With BioCult I built a transparent plexiglass canister that contained dirt, grass,
100 live earth worms, and a low-volt-
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age electrical installation - as well as a
button which turned the power on and
thereby gently electrocuting everything
that was in the canister, including the
worms (Note: they weren’t harmed at all,
but did respond by slowly plowing their
way towards the surface). Audiences
could then, over a few minutes - this
was slow art - see how they forced the
earthworms out of their habitat when
interacting with the art piece.
As expected the audience had trouble
seeing beyond the seemingly harmful
treatment of these innocent worms.
Obviously the project was not about

earthworms per se, but about the bigger
picture that the art piece symbolically
represented - including the people that
operated the art piece as part of their
entertainment experience.
Breaking personal boundaries
For me Playform was about more
than structured deconstruction of the
conventional art space and practice.
Playform was also - especially for
me personally as a new artist - about
breaking personal boundaries and
stepping up to meet expectations. To
embark upon new explorations, face
a changing audience, and meeting
challenges not encountered before. This
was not unusual for Platform4 projects
in general, but the fact that this project
was to be placed off-site meant that
all of the normal context was removed.
All the supporting narratives which
met the audience coming to Platform4
(which helped them to understand what
it was all about) weregone. Instead we,
as artists, were the ones to provide
that story to the audience through our
work. A rather daunting realization, but
one that exemplifies the whole spirit of
Platform4: The essence of the project
was the sum of its parts. And, man, was
it fun being one of these parts.

BioBox
Louise Laage Toft
During her Art & Technology studies at Aalborg University, Louise
became involved with Platform4
at an early stage. While developing her own artistic practices, she
quickly became one of the most
central volunteers and helped
develop and foster a long series of
creative projects and ideas before
later stepping into a more formal
role of running the official webshop as a part-time staffer. After
her studies she has moved back
to Copenhagen and continues to
work as an artist and for various
organizations, among others as a
visual coordinator for Muuse fashion design agency.
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/
louise-laage-toft-aa241271/en
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FactBox
Collaborators: Aalborg Symphony Orchestra, The Animation
Workshop, MOTORSAW!, Morten
Jensen, Karina Abramova, Sandro
Masai, VJ Radaransigt, Bo Nicolaisen, and more.
Purpose: To combine the fine art
of a symphonic orchestra with
experimental digital video art from
the visual artist community of
Platform4.
Attendance: Over 2000 people
over the course of several performances (that are still ongoing, 3-4
times a year).
Description: Two worlds far apart
meet in this series of groundbreaking events where both the
65-man professional trained
classical ensemble and their
conductor, Rumon Gamba, as
well as Platform4’s primarily selftaught technology hackers are
taken out of their primary element
to combine their talents in unique
audiovisual performances of both
symphonic grandeur and underground experimental edginess.
The concept and completely soldout series of concerts has since
attracted national press attention
for its ability to attract a primarily
young audience to classical music-based events.
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Platform4 vs.
Aalborg
Symphonic
Orchestra
The audiovisual clash of
classical music and digital visual art.

By Anne Marie Falk
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Platform4 vs. Aalborg Symphonic Orchestra

The sun is shining over the harbour in
Aalborg. Spring has arrived, and the
planning of the next Platform4 vs. Aalborg Symphony Orchestra collaborative
performance is going smoothly. So far
it has amounted to a total of 5 shows,
which have taken place in the changing
venues of Aalborg Symphony Orchestra.
First, Symfonien, the majestic, yet rather
outdated, and now demolished, classical venue and, for several decades,
home of the orchestra then, the former
power plant, Nordkraft, with its raw and
refurbished interior; and, most recently,
the brand new Musikkens Hus, “House
of Music” - Aalborg’s new, international
music venue and home of the symphonic orchestra.
It is a collaboration of an odd couple: A
symphonic orchestra of 65 classically
trained, full-time professional, internationally acclaimed musicians - versus
Platform4’s baggy-pants and hoodie-wearing band of VJs, visual artists
and technology hackers - clashing
creatively in audiovisual extravaganzas, where the audience experiences a
cocktail of bombastic horns and strings

getting mashed up with video art, live
rendered animations, and light artistry,
bathing the orchestra, the venue walls,
and the entire interior in an overwhelming fashion. A clash of two worlds. The
traditional and the futuristic.
Strong public support
The series of shows was a great success. All of them were sold out, down
to the very last seat, and the vibe was
phenomenal throughout. This is clearly
the result of a great way of collaborating in which both parties have shown
100% commitment and passion for
this bastardized project, despite both
having to move quite some way out of
their comfort zone. Nothing was left
unplanned, even if the process to put it
all together at times would appear quite
chaotic. Time was limited and technical
glitches abundant during rehearsals,
but at showtime all the pieces of the
puzzles came together in a fashion so
beautifully that it not only became a
thundering success in and by itself, but
also inspired a new concert series, new
projects and new approaches. As well
as quite a lot of press attention.
The sold-out venues indicate that this
collaboration has found a format which

appeals to new and younger audiences. Contrary to the more conventional
classical concerts being offered by
symphonic ensembles worldwide, which
traditionally attract a more senior audience, the youth clearly find the audiovisual approach deployed by Platform4
and Aalborg Symphony Orchestra exciting and consequently they flock around
these old-meets-new cultural events.
A collaboration build on synergies
We gave the Platform4 crew entirely free
hands to create a unique visual experience around our musical creations,
and we believe that part of the success
comes from this sort of trust. Trusting
that these new and unconventional artists contain a lot of creative powers and
groundbreaking ideas, and trusting that
they can transform those powers and
ideas - on a deadline - into something
that matches the grandeur of a fullfledged symphonic orchestra. We have
pursued these synergies and our trust
has been more than rewarded.
We knew that Platform4, before they
engaged in this project, did not have a
lot of experience with classical music
and the environment surrounding it. This
meant that we both had to build bridg-
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es between our two artistic cultures.
Platform4 has a totally different working
style and a different approach to music
as compared to the musicians from Aalborg Symphonic Orchestra, who work
with schematic accuracy, using scores
and clearly defined time schedules. It
was the meeting of two worlds - but
one that created amazing dynamics
and a lot of buzz for everyone involved.
Both parties did what they do best, with
high respect for each other, and that is
reflected in the end result. It just works.
A Platform4 vs. Aalborg Symphony
Orchestra performance start with Chief
Conductor Rumon Gamba, who has
chosen the music, introducing it to the
audience and, along with parts of the
orchestra, he breaks down the different
parts in order to explain many of the
virtues of the composition. Next, the
actual concert starts and the Platform4
crew steps in with all guns blazing
(video projectors) to interpret the music
and support it with a visual experience
of live graphics projected onto the walls
and ceiling, bathing the grand halls in
an atmospheric wash. The music is
merged with visual impressions and
together they shape a bigger whole.

After the show, the foyer sets the stage
for a meet’n’greet between audience and
performers with open bar and a musical
backdrop by a changing roster of Platform4 DJ’s spinning laid-back electronic
music.
Exploring innovation in and around
classical music
In hindsight, Director of Aalborg Symphonic Orchestra Jan Kvistborg pointed
out how the collaboration with Platform4 shows the kind of innovation
that is needed on the classical music
scene. It is necessary to dare to sidestep reservations and concerns and
trust young unconventional artists with
creating something that appeals to other
youths. This, he says, is something that
cultural institutions need to be able to
understand in general; because often
the younger generation hold radically
different ideas and skillsets. It is so easy
to focus fully on a core competence
when in fact new creative flows can be
unleashed by embracing other creative
sectors that not only works in radically
different ways, but will challenge you
professionally, and in unison you will
be able to move in directions you never
imagined.
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It shall be very interesting to see where
the collaboration will go next. Stay
tuned.
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BioBox
163

Anna Marie Falk
Anna Marie is the Marketing
Manager of Aalborg Symphony Orchestra, based in Musikkens Hus in
Aalborg. With years of experience
in the field of culture and communication, Anna is a seasoned
organizer and marketer. Focusing
her energies to create joy and
excitement, she lives by the motto
of never dampening enthusiasm. It
is the fuel for the next project.
http://www.aalborgsymfoni.dk
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Wet Art
Workshop
Taking art out of its comfort zone:
Into water - and even under it.

By Christian Liljedahl
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Wet Art Workshop

FactBox
Collaborators: Illutron, Danish Art
Council
Purpose: To put Platform4’s art and
technology theme up against the
elements by taking it out into the
water of the Limfjorden that ran by
just outside the building.
Attendance: Around 40 people
took part in the workshop over the
course of the week.
Description: During the course of
a week, several art pieces evolving
around water were conceptualized
and built, including a remote controlled flame thrower on a floating
platform, a modular raft (that
was since used in the spring and
summer to sail downtown to hand
out flyers for upcoming events), and
a peculiar art piece that saw a full
size ship being sunk to the bottom
of the Østre Havn basin only to
resurface via remote control of a
fascinating home-made ballast tank
air pressure system - with a switch
that was left for passers-by to fiddle
with.
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During 2010 illutron - a group of artists
making interactive tech-art installations
and experiences with electronics, performance art, fire, and water - did a week
of guest lectures at the Art & Technology department at Aalborg University.
During the stay, we were encouraged by
some of the teachers and faculty to visit
this new project space by the harbour,
called “Platform4”. Something cool was
going on there, they said.
It was a dark, cold, rainy November
evening when I arrived at this worndown, old warehouse in an abandoned
industrial area. But, upon entering and
getting a tour of the place, I immediately sensed that this place was full
of life, and that it was a perfect match
for illutron: The community here was
exploring collaborative tech-art based
on the open source/open hardware
mindset. And living just next to the water! illutron, being an art collective living
on an old steel barge in the Copenhagen
South Harbour, had an affinity for water.
This was a match made in heaven. We
immediately connected with the people
of Platform4, and it was obvious to all of
us that we just had to do some sort of
collaboration.
The first dream we had was to bring the
illutron barge to Aalborg for a summer
of experimentation. It would have been
the perfect scenario. But, it quickly became clear that moving 400 tons of old
steel from Copenhagen to the other end
of Denmark would just be too expensive;
burning money on tug boat fuel that
should rather be burnt fueling creativity
and art.
Something with fire and water
Undeterred, we looked into other op-

tions. It was obvious that “something
on the water” was what illutron could
bring to Platform4. And, by the spark in
the eyes of the people we talked to in
Platform4, “something with fire” would
also go down really, really well. We did
not want to bring a fixed piece of art
to Platform4 and Aalborg. We wanted
to bring something to Aalborg that
could plant seeds for the future. Teach
the community something they could
make their own. Giving them examples,
sketching out the possibilities, drawing
lines for the future.
Things then started to take shape into
what was quickly labelled “Wet Art
Workshop”.
To be able to improvise and play on
the water, we needed to have a floating
base. Therefore, we brought a basic
design for generic triangular floats that
could be combined in various ways and
allow creativity on the water to take
place. Building could commence!
It was really amazing to see how the
construction came about. Within a few
hours we had an assembly line setup
of eager community members, who
produced triangular floats, like it was a
car factory in 1960’s Detroit. By Sunday
evening we had 8 perfect floats bobbing
around in the harbour, ready to foster
wet art creation.
Propane art
No illutron workshop without fire. We
have been building propane powered
fire cannons for years, recycling old fire
extinguishers. Spent all its life hanging
on a wall prepared for a fire that never
came? Now is its time to burn!
Wednesday we did a “build your own
flame thrower” workshop, and, as night
fell, the walls of the old factory buildings were pounded by the thunder of a
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remote controlled fire cannon, floating in
the middle of the harbour.
At times, we have regarded this “playing with fire” as one of the signatures
of illutron. Even to the extent that we
sometimes have been a little unwilling
to share just how easy it actually is to
make these fire cannons. So, not just
bringing the fire cannons to “show off”,
but also sharing how to build them
marked an important mental step for
us. We have always claimed to support
the open source/open hardware ideas,
but we were getting dangerously close

to start having “trade secrets”. Doing
the flame thrower workshop at the Wet
Art Workshop in Aalborg reminded us
strongly and joyfully that “trade secrets”
should have no place in our world.
Bringing ideas to life
Another one of the ideas that had come
forward on the drawing board was to
work with boats and ships. We had been
discussing how seeing old wooden
boats sink is always a sad sight - and,
unfortunately, quite often seen due
to neglect or poor maintenance. But,
seeing such a boat rise again, breaking

the surface and coming back up…what a
powerful and amazing sight that would
be! Without knowing what would come
of it at the time, the Platform4 crew
had previously purchased a decommissioned old lugger that was now standing
idle on the dock, waiting for mischief! I
had had the image of the sunken boat
being brought back to the surface in
my mind for a long time. Platform4 had
the place and the mindset to bring the
image to life!
In other words, we decided to sink a ship
to the bottom of the fjord and make it re-
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appear on the surface using do-it-yourself air ballast tanks and remote control
technology. And so we did: A contact of
Platform4’s in the local marina brought
us the boat to work from. The local diving club provided the diving equipment
we needed to do the underwater operations. A farmer nearby had some plastic
barrels to use for floatation chambers.
Scrap iron from the nearby, abandoned
grain processing plant became anchors
to hold the boat in place.
And, the mindset of Platform4 made
it possible. Trusting my words, when I
said that it would work. Not being too

concerned about rules, permissions, and
regulation. The “let’s just do it” mindset
was clearly a core characteristic that
Illutron and Platform4 shared.
During the week the old lugger had its
keel removed, was fitted with the homemade floatation chambers, and was put
to rest at the bottom of the harbour. A
tube system was connected from the
ship to a compressor on the quay with
a big, red-painted valve that, when activated, would fill the tanks and raise the
ship. Simple as that!
What a sight it was. People passing by
on their own at night were lured by a sign

to touch the valve, not knowing what it
did, but thereby filling the chambers with
air and bringing the sunken boat back to
the surface. That’s something you don’t
see (and do) everyday!
Something deeper than under the water
After a week of wet antics we sat
down and gave the whole thing a few
thoughts. As it turned out, we had
brought back something very valuable
from Aalborg: Not only some very strong
personal connections to a group of
friendly, talented, fun, and interesting
people, but also a confirmation that
sharing knowledge and insight is the
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BioBox
Christian Liljedahl
In 2005 Christian quit his civil engineering studies and a career as
a computer consultant to become
an unorthodox artist. He uses any
media available to bring “the idea”
to life and is known for his prowess using electronics, computers,
wood, rope, water, naked skin, or
whatever suits the purpose - as
well as inviting the spectator to
participate in various ways - in
order to create interactive installations and performances.
Since 2008 he has been a fulltime artist, working with the group
Halfmachine / illutron.
http://christian.liljedahl.dk

best foundation for creativity. The links
between Platform4 and Illutron which
have resulted in several other great collaborations later on were forged during
that workshop.
The relationship with Platform4 also
made me realize that I and Illutron have
something quite unique to offer. The
vast experience we have with doing
poetic, interactive art on water is something that can and should be shared
with others. Looking at the images
taken in Aalborg contributed heavily to
the thoughts and ideas that have since
led to the establishment of the project
“Havnepoesi” - Danish for “Harbour
Poetry” - that we have started in Copenhagen in 2014. The aim is to create
beautiful, poetic, and inspiring art on the
water in Copenhagen. Bringing different people together to work on, in, and
around the water.
Helping people. Guiding people. Making
it possible for citizens to conquer the
water in the cities they live in. Just like
the Wet Art Workshop. By bringing a
bit of Illutron to Platform4, we brought
home a new direction for illutron’s
future.
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Business &
creativity
The difficult steps from play to entrepreneurship.

By Niels Peter Hvillum
161

When I first joined Platform4, I had little knowledge of entrepreneurship in creative domains. My interests at the time was in production
design, organization, learning methodologies, and how to manage
a balanced worklife. It quickly became clear to me that not only
could Platform4 offer space, resources, and some highly interesting
collaborators with whom I could pursue my interests much further
than on my own, but, more importantly, that the place offered perspectives that sparked a brand new interest in me: How could and
should a place like Platform4 help turn creativity into business for
those eager to do more than just play?
Platform4, as a project founded in a
collaboration between Aalborg University, Aalborg Municipality’s Business
Department and local artists and cultural entrepreneurs, had the ambition to uncover business potential in creative play
right from the beginning. But, especially
in the beginning, it wasn’t very obvious
what sort of outputs that was generated
there, ie. the stories in the media and
word of mouth in general. Art installations and various types of electronic
music parties kept catching the limelight, being more visible and more easily
digestible for people both inside and
outside of Platform4. The more abstract
entrepreneurial competencies and more
serious product development efforts
were outcomes that went mainly under
the radar. They didn’t really generate
stories, and as slowly building initiatives
they had only very little real culmination
to highlight - and, as a result, were mostly visible to people in Platform4 and
those involved in the individual projects.

Seeing a huge potential
I began as an intern in the summer 2011
with the intent to learn how this creative
work environment could help me learn
more about my own creative interests.
But, quite soon after getting involved, after meeting a lot of people dreaming of
making a living from their creative work,
I started to vision Platform4 building a
workforce of competent self-employed
entrepreneurs with the opportunity and
desire to both operate on their own and
in cooperation with their in-house peers
in complementary fashion. I imagined
that such a network of small independent companies could benefit from
such a network structure and, through
collective efforts and common purpose,
be able to take on bigger tasks than they
would be able to cope with to on their
own. This would surely generate the
attention these entrepreneurs deserved
- and build a platform that could really
effectuate the business-meets-creativity vision laid out from the beginning of

the project. Most significantly, it would
allow us to document how free-spirited
creative hubs could generate jobs and
new careers paths if allowed to grow
organically and find their own way to
flourish.
This is why Platform4 started expanding
the necessary facilities to support the
emergence of a real entrepreneurial
environment: “Rooftop”, a co-working
space in Platform4, which took up the
entire second floor of the warehouse: Its
physical setup allowed each individual
to have their own workspace in one big
open office / tool shop environment with
printing facilities, an auditorium, shared
meeting facilities, and room for storage
of equipment. We used colored tape to
divide the 800 square meter room into
48 spaces. Instead of rent, there was a
social economy, where taking volunteer
tasks during events made workspace
holders earn points that allowed them
to keep their space. Once the monthly

point-quota had been reached, any
excess points could be exchanged into
tokens that gave discounts in the Platform4 café. And while there was a clear
screening process - since entrepreneurs
had to operate within the art and technology framework to become eligible
- we spend a lot of time helping budding
entrepreneurs fit into this framework; for
instance by teaming them up with art or
technology practitioners in Platform4
that could aid them with skills and
knowledge outside their own current
competencies.
A social and highly experimental
business community
Additionally, the downstairs main event
room, cafe, and toolshop, which were already in use for bigger productions and
events productions, now offered valuable resources to the upstairs entrepreneurs too. These production/event facilities, cheap non-monetary rent, and the
freedom to work on individual projects
as well as in larger collaborative constellations made Platform4 into a place
that was much more able to support the
practical needs of students and hobbyists being curious to test the ice and
start getting more serious about what
they did. Moreover, as the work spaces
started to fill, a big mix of subcultures
started to emerge and made it possible
for people to find like-minded within specific music genres, maker cultures, and
internet grassroots movements, as well
as find complementary expertise within
categorizes such as audio mixing, video
production, hardware building, software
programming, digital content creation,
urban gardening, wood construction,
project management, and entrepreneurship guidance. It was a risk-free investment to try out entrepreneurial life.

The purpose of it all was to create a
framework where people could experiment, not just to build one-off art
installations or plan the next party. This
meant working more long-term to try
new methods, create prototypes, and
proof new concepts and ideas. The first
attempts could be looked upon as tests
and experimentation which might or
might not lead to ambitions of exhibiting
publicly or even selling later iterations.
Such attempts would often be supported by Platform4 through setting up specific workshops with external experts
(often from abroad), help with fundraising for prototyping, and lots of supporting guidance: How to generate ideas and
concepts, how to talk and coordinate
with collaborating partners, how to
plan and prepare practical and logistic
setups, how to organize competencies
and areas of responsibility within project
groups, how to make budgets and funding applications, and how to solve all the
unexpected issues that appear on the
way. All the kinds of issues that pop up
when going beyond simply playing with
technology.

BioBox
Niels Peter Hvillum
Niels Peter Hvillum is educated
from Aalborg University with a
bachelor degree in Global Business Development and a master in
Learning and Change Processes.
He participated in Platform4 over
a period of four years during which
he was intern, media manager,
volunteer and latest Daily Manager. Today he works with visual
translation and modellering in his
company GRAVIS, making informative illustrations for all kinds of
education and knowledgesharing.
http://www.gravis-online.com

Moving at your own pace
It was, however, not so much a matter
of forcing the workspace owners to see
their own business potential, but rather
letting them play to see if they might be
inspired to start thinking in that direction. And many did. In other words, we
wanted Platform4 to offer a safe haven
without pressure, a place unsullied by
an outspoken commercial drive, a place
that was different from other business
incubators, but definitely not without
ambition: We wanted the environment to
stimulate those working there to consider jumping in at the deeper end once an
idea had matured.
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Quite a few projects and businesses
took shape: One group made light painting software, another one established a
technology. There was a company refurbishing old bicycles by equipping them
with spacey technology, and another
one that produced cross-media content.
Some individuals refined their abilities
as technical event engineers, and others
build robots and underwater art installations. It was joyous to see ideas take
shape and alliances emerge across the
colored tape lines and different creative
fields they represented. But of course,
it wasn’t all success and easy riding.
Filling the 48 spaces proved too hard (I
believe we maxed out around 35), and
the physical characteristics of the otherwise very inspiring warehouse really
held the proliferation back quite a lot: No
insulation meant it was like a sauna in
the summer months and gave everyone
a involuntary polar experience in the winter. Another obstacle was the continued
exchange of people moving to and from
Aalborg, enrolling and graduating from
Aalborg University, which in some cases
shortened development processes that
could have otherwise matured into great
potential.
Slackers and achievers
It was also clear that, while the
non-monetary rent structure of points
and tokens made many entrepreneurs
choose Platform4 over other office
spaces in the city, it also made others slack off. Not having any serious
demands put upon them in return for
getting a space unfortunately created
dormant workspaces around the room.
However, all of the efforts lead to a clear
culmination that got lots of attention far
and wide and - from our perspective - became somewhat of a proof of concept:
The Platform4 Awards in 2012, where
over 35 projects, most of which had

grown in the Rooftop co-working space,
were exhibited and competed for talent
prizes, clearly showed that Platform4
no longer was just an art exhibition &
electronic music venue - but a place for
budding entrepreneurs to find their feet
and take alternative paths towards building a career around their passion.
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FactBox
Collaborators: Christian Liljedahl,
Pia Buchardt, Aalborg University,
Morten Jensen, Reptile & Retard,
Band Ane, Tone, Teater Kamikaze,
and more.
Purpose: To highlight, appreciate,
and honor the width and diversity
of the talent surrounding Platform4
and adjacent creative communities
in a classical full-scale gala-show.
Attendance: 475 people.
Description: What started as an
idea to try to bring together local
talent to celebrate great ideas,
soon became a full-scale award
show with all the bells and whistles:
Full audiovisual production, music
theme (which had strings recorded
by a Czech symphonic orchestra),
over 35 nominated projects, a highly
acclaimed professional jury, money
prizes, red carpet, and a fully soldout venue of 475 seated audience
members. It became a historic
evening, where the sheer breath,
creativity, and powerfulness of the
Platform4 project became apparent
tomany people for the first time.
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Platform4
Awards
Rolling out the red carpet for the raw talent of Platform4.

By Morten Jensen
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It is a chilly Saturday evening in late
October 2011. In the east harbor of
Aalborg, most buildings, or what’s left of
them, are abandoned. Only the lights of
the lamp posts are reflected in the wet
surface of the harbor front. The former
industrial area is almost desolated.
Almost. Inside one of the old storage
buildings, a spotlight is fixing on the
host of the evening, and a pompous
melody starts what is going to be an
amazing night. In the big hall, formerly

used for storing grain, more than 400
people are gathered to celebrate and
award the creative people of Aalborg
and Platform4.
Earlier that same day, 33 impressive and
thought provoking user-created projects
were exhibited on the second floor of
the building: Interactive installations,
digital artworks, crafted prototypes, and
wonderful animations had pleased the
eye and imagination of the exhibition
visitors. Now, however, it is time to celebrate the best projects, and, by the help
of volunteers, the old main hall is transformed into a great gala arena with red

carpets, a great stage, and glamorous
decorations. The host of the evening
takes the microphone, while an animation behind him visualizes his words:
Welcome to Platform4 Awards 2011.
An event to celebrate and inspire
Six months earlier, an idea was shaped
by a small group of students from Aalborg University, all users of Platform4.
The idea was based on the fact that,
in Aalborg and at Platform4, hundreds
of projects, artworks, and innovative
experiments embracing technologies
in new ways were shaped. Much to the
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dismay of this group, however, most of
these projects only become known by a
limited group of people in the environment, where they are created.
The ambition for Platform4 Awards was
to change this and, at the same time,
celebrate the creative community of
Aalborg and life around Platform4. This
should be done by creating an event,
where students, artists, designers,
platformers, and other creative minds
got the chance to present, discuss, and
be celebrated for their technology-based
art and design projects.
In its simplicity, Platform4 Awards was
an exhibition and an award show, where
the winner would even get a money prize
to be used to develop his or her project
further or to start new projects.
Shaped by 4 years of memories
The idea and the vision was pretty
clear from the beginning, but, though
everyone involved had seen many award
shows on tv, no one had any experience
in creating one. Like most other projects at Platform4, it was an experiment,
and, like with most other ideas at the
platform, words were quickly translated
into action.
Soon, a date at the end of the year was
scheduled, and the first blueprint for the
process was made. The necessity of
dividing the process in several stages
was quickly realized. Without participating exhibitors, there would be no show,
and without prizes and a clearly defined
frame, there would be no exhibitors.
The help and effort from the community members at Platform4 was vital
to all aspects of the project. The idea,
framework, and progress of the award
show weretherefore regularly presented
at the weekly Wednesday community meetings at Platform4. Quickly, it

became evident, just how big a network
of creative people with different competences, interests, and backgrounds
that was involved in Platform4, and it
seemed that everyone had a desire to
give something back. Over the past
4 years, something unique had taken
shape that meant a lot to a lot of people:
Everyone had their special memory from
the old warehouse. From hacking nights
to 3D-prints. Exciting workshops. The
sight of pretty girls in overalls learning
how to weld. Unique collaborations and
impressive talks. Underground parties
till early mornings - and so much more.
A lot of people in Aalborg had had an
urge to experience something different
and to seek out an alternative to the
existing education environments and
cultural offers in Aalborg: To many, Platform4 showed a new direction.
The ingredients for an award show
As the day for the show approached, the
pieces fell into place bit by bit. Continually, projects of all types were added
to the competition. There would be two
prizes to compete for: The Platform4
Award was to be decided by a competent jury of professors from Aalborg University and prominent members of the
Danish art world. The People’s Choice
Award was to be decided by the people
through sms-voting at the exhibition.
For the show, the very charismatic
Jacob Sabra, a project maker, university
graduate, and later art & technology
teacher, said yes to be the host of the
show, and local as well as national
musicians and after-party djs, including
Reptile & Retard (later Reptile Youth) and
Band Ane, were added to the program. A
local theater troupe of 30 dancers took
part in a mega performance with local
singer Tone.
The technical crew, made up of commu-

nity members, managed sound and light
and made awesome, Oscar-style computer graphics for show interludes that
ran on large big screens. An award jingle
was composed especially for the event
featuring a huge choir, and beautiful
statuettes were laser cut to be handed
to the winners.
The community handymen and handygirls built a huge stage and a new bar,
and the entire hall was decorated DIY
gala style. It was an impressive sight.
The volunteers’ efforts were incredible.
On the marketing level, Platform4
Awards had been promoted through
flyers and posters in the townscape and
on social platforms, and, even before the
show, it had got coverage by both local
newspapers and on the airwaves by
local radio stations.
The production of Platform4 Awards
turned out to be as ambitious as the
core idea, and it was entirely done by the
community and network surrounding
Platform4. It was an incredible night that peaked when local artists Edit Vizer
and TS Collective raised the Platform4
Award and People’s Choice Awards in
triumph!

uations, and grading systems at the
university. Here was space for learning
for the fun of it, experimentation, and,
most importantly, for making mistakes.
There was room for big ideas, and they
quickly came to execution: At Platform4,
the path from idea to action was short.
There was an open culture, with space
for everyone who wanted to learn or
share their knowledge. It was refreshing
and inspiring, and it gave you courage
to try out new things and start projects
and collaborations that challenged and
developed your skills and creativity.
Today, as a designer at an IT-company
involved in several startup projects,
where prototyping, constant experimentation, and collaborations across
competences are significant building
blocks of innovation, my experiences
and learnings from Platform4 have had
a great impact. They have been part of
creating a gumption and shaping an
experimenting and open mindset that,
I believe, is essential, if you are to work
with creating new experiences, services,
and products in a world in constant
change and constant search for the next
big thing.

A personal journey
Just as the award show was shaped
around a small idea, my personal
journey with Platform4 started in the
small. From being a curious student that
needed some else than the rather unilateral cultural offers in Aalborg, I began
first taking bar shifts in the Platform4
café and attending workshops, but then,
gradually, got more and more involved.
As my organizational and technical
skills increased, I ended up being part of
creating several large scale projects and
events at Platform4.
At Platform4, I met a contrast to the
often strict frames, curriculums, eval-

Magic in the big hall
I had to take a big breath, when I turned
around and saw the big audience
gathered at Platform4 that October
night. The people that had been part of
shaping the place, shaping the history, had gathered to give the biggest
tribute to Platform4 and the community
surrounding it. In the big hall, where 4
years of fantasizing and experimenting had taken place, where people had
dreamt and made dreams come true.
Where successes and failures had been
taking place, where people had hacked
and philosophized, danced and kissed.
The hall where people had created

professional networks and built strong
friendships.
Platform4 Awards was, in many ways, a
culmination and manifestation of, what
Platform4 was, and what it had created
in its first 4 years. That night, 4 years of
memories were celebrated, and a new,
amazing memory was made.
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Afterword
Christian Villum
& Niels Peter Hvillum

"In many ways, the biggest experiment
of Platform4 was not technological, but
social,” as it is written elsewhere in this
book. And it really was: What an amazing community and network of people
Platform4 has brought together, and
what an amazing rollercoaster ride it has
been to be a part of. We feel honored
and privileged to have gotten this opportunity to document some of the central
parts of the incredible Platform4 story.
Actually, this book has taken shape
over a period of 4 years and has been
a project with a bit of a tumultuous
path. Originally, it was meant to be an
academic publication of essays to be
released by an academic publisher, but
due to external factors, that opportunity became unavailable midway in the
process, which temporarily derailed
the project. After a period of lingering,
however, it was injected with classic
Platform4 DIY-spirit: “We will pull it off
ourselves, how hard can it be anyway?”

At this point, we had already done a lot
of work, so rather than starting from
scratch, we decided to keep the basic
idea of the structure and build on the
great writing already produced.
As a result, this book is not the bootstrappers-and-hackers-meet-academics
story originally intended, but more of a
tour de force of highlights coupled with
aerial views of the principles on which
Platform4 rests. If, instead, we were to
write the ideal book about Platform4,
it would be a much more Tolkien’esque
tale of several volumes and a list of
contributors numbering in the hundreds.
There are so many people whose stories
and contributions to the timeline we
would like to have included, but after 4
years, it is also sometimes necessary
to draw a line in the sand and conclude.
Most of what happened, however, has
been chronicled and documented online,
and you can dive in head first by heading
to archive.platform4.dk (Warning: Set
aside ample time).

The story is far from over and continues
way beyond this publication. In 2012,
the lease for the big old warehouse
in Østre Havn expired, but by then the
project had grown to be much more than
what was to be physically seen between
the warehouse walls. It was a train of
thought and a brand; one that could and
should mutate further. The municipality
had grown to embrace the project beyond the temporary experiment to such
an extent that they paved the way for
Platform4 to move to a new abandoned
venue in the city's former amusement
park Karolinelund, which had closed
down the year before. Over the course
of the spring and summer of 2012, the
Platform4 community moved to the
new location, where the project is still
located. Platform4 lives on to this day
with new entrepreneurs, new activities,
and new visions for pushing the boundaries of art & technology as well as for
the future.
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Above all, Platform4 is a testament to
the fact that a tremendous energy can
emerge when letting citizens take active
part in shaping their city. Aalborg Municipality and Aalborg University took a
big leap of faith (as did the developer A.
Enggaard) and deserve immense credit
for being willing to take the risk associated with relinquishing control like this
and trusting the cultural entrepreneurs
and the community to lead the way.
Platform4 had not been the same if they
had not taken such a visionary stance.
As the testimonials in this books shows,
that process surely was not frictionless
for any of the parties (to say the least),
but at the same time, all parties knew
that teaming up like this - and combining
different strengths and competencies
with a shared vision, however abstract
it was - had an incredible potential. Not
only as a way to create a playground for
creatives, but also as a way to brand a
city that we all love. Hundreds of stories
emerged in media both nationally and
abroad, and all contributed to building
a story about a city in progression and
creative growth. We even heard stories about real estate agents getting
calls from parents of new university
students from around the country who

had enrolled at Aalborg University and,
subsequently, needed to find an apartment “preferably close to that Platform4
place.”
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We sincerely hope that Aalborg - and
other cities - will continue to engage in
such unconventional, bottom-up city
development and that they will continue
to allow temporary creative use of derelict buildings and other such resources.
And most importantly, that they will
keep helping new experiments emerge,
attenuating bureaucracy, and rewarding
creatives - whom we in Denmark call
“ildsjæle”. Embrace them, help them find
funding, and let them run with it. We will
all reap the benefits, and our cities will
grow in so many ways. Let’s keep pushing the boundaries together!
We would like to thank all the contributors to this book, as well as all the
Kickstarter backers and the Danish Art
Council for providing the necessary
funding to put the story together, and
in print. Most importantly, however, we
want to thank all the Platformers who
have taken and still are taking part in
the Platform4 story. Thanks for shaping
and co-creating this experiment!
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